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Women's 
History
 
Month
  
Illaweek
 
at 
SJSU
 
By 
Jennifer  Bixler 
Spartan Daily Stall
 Writer 
Even though March is Women's 
History Month, at San Jose State 
University women only get a week. 
The theme for the week is "'unity 
embraces diversity to show how 
women have been integrated into soci-
ety," said Cherri
 Gomez, the supervis-
ing coordinator for 
the  Women's 
Resource Center which is organizing 
the week.
 
Students 
gear up 
for 
Ealth. Day 
Concert, parade 
featured April 22 
By Otto Waldorf 
Spartan 
Daily Stall Writer
 
Putting their time and energy 
where their convictions are, six 
San Jose State University stu-
dents have become
 the princi-
pal architects of San Jose's 
Earth Day Festival. 
Although Earth Day, which 
falls on April 22, is still quite 
a ways off, the Earth Day 
Planning Committee is already 
at work organizing activities, 
securing 
sponsorship,  recruit-
ing volunteers and
 scheduling 
events.  
Under the 
organizational 
umIlla
 of San Jose Beautiful, 
Associated Students Director of 
Environmental Affairs Glen 
Evan 
doubles as the managing
 
director 
of San Jose Beautiful's 
Earth 
Day  Festival and is chair 
of the planning 
committee.  
Working with Evan
 on the 
committee are SJSU students 
John Aitieri, 
Heather  Amick, 
Jamie  Fletcher, 
Monica
 Look 
and Ron Reyes. 
Raising awareness, Evan said, 
is "not something to 
be
 slighted 
. because
 if you don't 
know 
that
 your water is being 
pollut-
ed, then there 
is
 nothing you 
can do 
about  
This year will 
mark
 the 25th 
anniversary
 of Earth Day and 
the 
committee  hopes to 
attract 
as many as 15,000
 people. 
"Something that's very impor-
tant with Earth Day is 
that
 it's a 
single day in the
 whole year 
to
 
See Eartlt
 Day, page 6 
On Monday, the campus
 will kick-off 
Women's History Month
 with Women's 
Week 1995, starting with
 a conference 
called Building Bridges 
that will focus 
on improving 
the  conditions of 
women's lives. This 
event will include a 
keynote address, 
panel sessions, music 
and food. 
Similar 
conferences will 
be
 held 
throughout
 the nation. The 
confer-
ences will focus on 
improving  women's 
status in the
 world  the same
 theme 
that will be 
discussed at the 
fourth
 
United 
Nations World Conference
 on  
Women  to be 
held in Beijing
 in the
 fall. 
"Women's  History 
Month is the one
 
time of 
the year when people 
can see 
our 
(women's)
 accomplishments,
 not 
only the 
male European 
perspective,"  
said Michelle Coutts, a 
volunteer
 for 
the Center. 
"This year is the year for 
awareness,"  
See Women's month, page 6 
All 
events  will be 
held  in the 
Student  Union 
Monday
 thru 
Thursday
 Arts 
&Crafts  Fair 
Monday 
All 
day "Building 
Bridges" 
conference  
Tuesday 
10:00 a.m.- 
11:30  a.m. Self-defense
 workshop
 (Costanoan room)
 
noon -2:00
 p.m. 
Betsy Rose, 
musical 
performance
 and 
spiritual  work 
shop on 
non-confrontative
 activism 
(Guadalupe 
room)  
Wednesday
 
9:00 a.m.-10:30a.m.
 
noon -1:00 p.m. 
NCAA 
raises  
academic
 
standards
 for 
athletes 
Prop.
 16 requires
 2.5 
overall
 GPA 
beginning
 
1996-97
 school 
year 
By
 Eddie 
Zacapa  
Special 
to the 
Spartan
 Daily 
The
 NCAA 
took
 a 
tougher
 
stance 
on 
academic  
require-
ments 
for 
freshman  
eligibty
 
on Jan.
 9, 1995
 by 
passing  
Proposition
 
16. This
 will 
require 
high 
school  
athletes  
to 
have a 
2.5 
overall
 grade
 
point
 
average
 In 
13 
required
 
core 
curriculum
 
classes
 and 
a 
700 SAT 
(Scholastic
 Aptitude
 
Test)  or 
17
 ACT 
(American  
College
 Testing)
 exam 
score.  
The proposed
 plan by the 
NCAA 
President's
 Commis-
sion 
will  be implemented in 
the 
1996-97
 academic 
school
 
year.  This 
will  change the cur-
rent 
requirements  known 
as 
Proposition  48, which 
require  
a 2.0 overall GPA in high 
school  and 700 on the SAT 
or 
17 
on ACT exam. 
"What was 
In place was 
working and some 
of the argu-
ments from
 the other
 side of 
the 
coin
 were basically 
that
 
'since that 
was  working, 
let's  
try 
something
 a little 
bit  more 
See Prop. 16, 
page 5 
Midwifery
 and childbirth
 workshop 
(Guadalupe  room)
 
Book reading
 of "75 Years 
of
 Militant Suffrage
 
Movement"
 
LEFT: 
Five thousand 
students 
attended  
the lob fair in the
 
Event 
Center 
Wednesday. The fair
 
allowed 
employers 
and students to 
meet 
in a 
casual
 
enviornment. 
BOTTOM: Senior 
recruiter,
 Carol 
Cotton, describes 
the 
positions  avail-
able for Specialized
 
Bicycle 
Components. 
PHOTOS 
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ROSARIO 
 SPARTAN DAILY 
Record number of 
students  
attend
 on
-campus  Job Fair 
By 
Michelle Alaimo 
Spartan Daily Stall 
Writer  
Even though San Jose State 
University's  
Job Fair '95 was
 crowded and hot, Maricar 
Magtato found it to be 
interesting  and use-
ful. 
"It (the 
job fair) is helpful; it's better 
to 
see them (the 
employers)  come here than 
to have to 
go to every company," said 
Magtato, an SJSU junior 
hospitality  man-
agement major. 
Patrick  Leung,  a SJSU 
graduate
 student 
in 
engineering, didn't 
get as much out 
of
 
the job fair as Magtato did. Although 
Leung said the job fair appeared to be a 
success, he didn't find too many jobs 
available in his field. He said the job fair 
centered mainly around sales positions. 
Approximately 5,000
 students attended 
Job Fair '95 on Wednesday at the Event 
Center, making it 
the rnost successful job 
fair ever at SJSU. 
"It's the biggest we've ever had 
w h rnore it 
students  attending and more 
See Job fair. page 6 
$100,000 
offered
 
for 
arrest
 of abortion
 dinic arsonist 
FBI investigation
 
into national 
conspiracy
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 
Justice 
Department  
offered  a 
$100,000 
reward 
Wednesday
 for 
information
 leading to the 
con-
viction 
of
 an arsonist 
who has 
struck up 
to five California
 abor-
tion clinics in 
recent weeks. 
"The 
preliminary 
investiga-
tion 
indicates
 the 
methods
 of 
attacks 
against  the 
clinics  
appears 
similar,  and 
evidence  
recovered
 also appear 
to
 be 
part
 of a consistent
 pattern," 
said agency 
spokesman  John 
Russell 
in Washington.
 
The 
FBI Is 
investigating  
whether the
 fires are 
part
 of a 
national
 conspiracy,
 said Jim 
Freeman, 
head
 of the 
San  
Francisco 
bureau. 
But he 
said that 
while  the 
five  
66   
The  
preliminary
 investigation
 indicates the
 
methods 
of attacks 
against
 the clinics 
appear
 shnilar.
 
Jam Russen 
Aram Department spokeenum 
recent 
fires appear 
connected, 
there are no 
known links to 
abortion  clinic 
attacks  else-
where
 in the state 
or nation 
The string 
of
 arson fires,
 
which has
 moved 
northward
 
along the 
coast since Feb. 9, 
struck 
medical
 offices 
in 
Ventura,  Santa 
Barbara,  San Luis
 
Obispo, Santa Cruz 
and now San 
Francisco. 
No one has
 been hurt and 
only the
 San Luis 
Obispo 
Planned
 Parenthood
 clinic was
 
seriously 
damaged. 
Steve Sheller of the San 
Francisco U.S. attorney's office 
called the arsonist or arsonists 
"political terrorists," but said 
the exact charges they 
face 
were not yet 
determined.  
Russell said federal 
authori-
ties will 
pay  $25,000 for informa-
tion clearing tip any 
of the fires. 
up to a total of 
SI 00,000
 
for  
the 
entire series. 
On Tuesday, the Pregnancy 
Consultation 
IIIan
 
Francisco was slightly damaged 
by the latest arson fire, but 
remained open for business. 
Another San Francisco clinic 
ii 
suffered a garbage can blaze 
Tuesday
 but authorities are not 
certain
 it was intentional. 
In the San Francisco, Ventura 
and Santa Barbara 
arson  fires, 
the arsonist apparently 
used 
flammable material
 inside an 
automobile tire 
and  ignited 
beside doors  
or
 windows. 
Mayor 
Frank Jordan ordered 
the police department to redou-
ble security at San Francisco 
clinics. 
The 
reward  was announced 
Wednesday  at local FBI offices 
around California 
"We are 
hoping  this will bring 
soIII 
ody  forward with infor-
See 
Reward, 
page 6 
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OPINION
 
 
Editorial
  
Affirmative action has lost it's way 
Instead ol the sign reading, 
-Blacks to the back of the bus," 
the sign now reads, "Whites 
please step to the back 
of the 
employment line." 
Affirmative action has failed 
iu its intention to hire qualified 
minorities 
and,
 instead, has 
forced businesses to practice 
reverse discrimination. 
Minority job fairs and minori-
ty -only companies 
weren't  the 
intentions
 of affirmative action. 
It was supposed
 to encourage 
companies to hire 
qualified 
minorities, 
not establish minori-
ty -only hiring practices. 
There are many companies 
that
 set up minority
-only intern-
ships and 
industries  that do 
much of their hiring 
at
 minority 
job
 fairs.
 
This
 is not preferential 
treat-
ment, but outright
 racism justi-
fied by the fact
 that whites 
have 
dominated
 the power 
structure in this 
country
 for 
hundreds  of years. 
No one can deny the fact that 
white. Anglo-Saxons have 
oppressed minorities, especial-
ly blacks, in this country. But 
the 
intention of affirmative 
action was to give
 qualified 
minorities  equal opportunity 
in
 
the job
 market, not 
punish  
whites for
 their past actions. 
Like many 
other  things in this 
country, affirmative 
action 
looks good 
on paper, but  fails 
to
 pass the test 
in the real 
world. 
The intent
 of hiring and 
pro-
moting capable
 minorities is 
entirely a good 
thing,  but what 
happens to qualified 
white peo-
ple? 
The justification
 to keep the 
status quo is just
 a sign of the 
times  that discrimination 
against whites goes 
unnoticed.  
Society 
would  never accept 
Caucasian 
job fairs or white 
communities that told
 business-
es to hire only white people, 
but the same is not true with 
minorities. 
There was recently a minority 
job fair in downtown San Jose 
sponsored 
by
 the San Jose 
Mercury News and community 
leaders in South 
Central Los 
Angeles told business owners 
to only hire blacks. 
Even those companies that 
hire minorities are probably 
just playing a numbers game. 
Corporate America is just 
another term for racism. 
Maybe
 affirmative action does 
give qualified minorities a 
chance to enter the work force, 
but how many are in a 
position
 
of power? There are not that 
many minorities who 
are  CEOs 
or presidents. 
Strictly speaking, minorities 
are slaves
 to the white man 
who still hold all of the 
power  
 now they're just 
getting
 paid 
for their work. 
San Jose State University 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
Writer's Forum   
Parking garages reflect poor 
design
 
When it's
 time to 
figure  out who you are 
Writer's Forum 
- Once upon a time in New York 
City. I'm told some enterprising
 
architect set out
 to design a 
school building of the future.
 
The 
plans were drawn. The city 
planners and environmentalists 
approved, and shortly after, con-
struction was completed. 
Everyone except the students 
were pleased. There wasn't a sin-
gle bathroom in the building. 
Nora Pr ofit Ross 
Then there's the story of a 
new San Jose build-
ing 
once
 dubbed, "The Dog House" because mon-
grol dogs were the only 
ones able to inhabit it it. 
Now, for all I know, these stories may 
have  
originated from the same 
source  circulating the 
yarn about the dog a 
housewife mistakenly 
dried  
in a 
Microwave
 oven. But, that doesn't matter 
because 
I have a story of 
my
 own. 
Who is the genius who built two parking 
garages without elevators? Now 
I know this 
might be a bit nit -picky, but last week I 
hurt my 
knee. Nothing serious, just an uncomfortable 
condition that made climbing stairs 
excruciating-
ly painful. 
"Is there an elevator in 
this building?" I naively 
asked a parking official
 in the Seventh Street 
Garage (1'm 
familiar  with the garage on 10th 
Street). 
"Nope," she
 answered in very articulate park-
ing 
garage  lingo. The she said, "Why do you 
ask?" 
I went through my pitiful knee story moaning 
every now and then, hoping she could make 
some special arrangement for me. But all she 
would suggest was that I go to Disabled Student 
Services
 (DSS) for a handicapped parking permit. 
For a brief moment I considered it, but my ail-
ment was far too minor to embark 
on such a project. Besides, I 
remembered  DSS is located in an 
area with no available parking. 
"I just hurt my 
knee a little," I 
said, moaning a little louder. 
"Don't you have a provision for 
this sort of thing? I don't want to 
apply for special dispensation 
from the 
great  beyond. I just want 
to avoid taking the stairs today." 
The confusion on her face filled me with sweet 
revenge, but that's all I got for
 my trouble. 
Annoyed and fussing under my breath, I drove 
resolutely over the long rows of speed bumps 
(floors of them), past the sacred "E" (employee 
only) section and then into
 an illustrious parking 
space on the roof  commonly called the fifth 
floor. 
All 
I could think was, "Why would any contrac-
tor worth 
his salt build a parking garage to serve 
thousands of students without thinking one of 
them might need an elevator occasionally? 
Well, if New 
York  could build a building with-
out bathrooms, I suppose San Jose State could 
build a 
five -floor parking structure without an 
elevator. 
I limped down the
 narrow firehouse-looking 
staircase in the 
middle  of the building whining, 
"ouch, ooch, 
ouch"  with every step. 
Then I saw 
it. A row of parking staff utility 
trucks
 neatly lined up in their first floor slots. 
What? 
No
 trip to DSS for them? 
Nora Profit Ross 
is a Spartan
 Daily 
Staff 
Writer
 
 Letter to the Editor   
Don't gut 
it, some people 
need Social
 Security 
Dear 
Editor,  
I would 
like  to respond to 
Matthew Tom's column about 
gutting social security. 
I 
am 65 years old and my wife 
and I are receiving
 Social 
Security. 
We
 receive about 
$1100 and pay 
back  $100 in 
Medicare insurance. 
Is this a lot? 
I have been working 
since  high 
school,
 longer if you 
considered  
that I used to deliver the Cal 
Bulletin in the afternoon in San 
Francisco when I was 15. 
I was 
fortunate;  I worked for 
Hewlett-Packard for 
35
 years 
before I retired.
 Fortunately,
 
Hewlett-Packard 
has a good pen-
sion plan for
 their 
employees.
 
But tell me, how do you know 
that the Federal Government 
hasn't a prayer to balance the 
 
Correction   
budget'? 
This $5 
trillion deficit is a 
recent phenomenon 
and Social 
Security 
didn't  cause it. Most of 
us have paid 
into it since we 
started working. 
Now the Republicans 
want
 our 
pension funds
 to bail them out 
because they didn't have the 
stomach to fight for what 
they 
thought was 
wrong the last 40 
years. 
We,
 the people, are as much at 
fault  for asking the national, 
state and 
local government for 
more and 
more of everything. 
High officials, on the other 
hand, want a free ride to the big 
castle in 
the sky by getting 
whopping pay and pension 
funds that would make an aver-
age
 family's mouth water. 
I'm not saying they shouldn't 
get a fair share for being or 
working  for the 
government,  but 
only a fair share. 
Social 
Security
 isn't only for
 us 
old-timers, it's for
 you when you 
become old like us. 
What 
happens
 when Social 
Security 
becomes 
bankrupt?
 
You
 may be 
able
 to ride it 
out, 
but what
 about the millions
 out 
there 
who  can't. 
All 
I'm saying is 
that Congress
 
should
 get off 
their butt
 and 
come
 up with 
a solution 
that  all 
of us, 
not just 
the 
majority
 or 
the  
minority,
 will 
feel good
 
about. 
That's 
a tall order, 
I know, but 
our 
founding  
fathers  had
 the 
courage
 to 
come up 
with the 
Constitution
 that has 
lasted  this 
long. 
Alfred
 Low 
Public  
Administration
 
In a letter to the editor, "Want to recycle? 
Do
 
it yourself," by Teryk Morris (Feb. 27) a name 
was misspelled. 
The name Michael 
Fronty  appeared in 
refer-
ence to 
a quote in the last 
paragraph  of the let-
ter.
 That name 
should  have read 
Michael  Franti. 
Attention 
Artists 
The Spartan Daily is actively 
recruiting San 
Jose State artists 
interested  in drawing 
political  
cartoons.  
Political artists 
should
 have good drawing 
skills,  keep up with 
current  events and 
have  o 
strong position on issues. 
If you are 
interested in becoming
 a Spartan 
Daily political
 cartoonist, 
submit
 your cartoons
 
at the 
Spartan Daily office 
in Dwight Bentel 
Hall,  
room 
209. Submissions 
should Include the
 
artist's name, 
address  and phone number. 
The 
cartoons will be reviewed
 by 
Spartan
 Daily 
editors 
and artists will be notified by phone If 
their cartoons
 will be published. 
I am 
definitely not a 
stranger  to 
people being outspoken
 about 
finding direction 
in one's life. 
Growing up with 
particularly 
strong 
minded
 parents and rela-
tives 
I've  heard my share 
of lec-
tures, from 
the back seat of 
the 
car, at the dinner table, 
sniffling 
with  my brother. 
Most  of the time 
all 
of those heartfelt words 
go in 
one ear and out the 
other. 
But then I 
read John 
Roger Ramirez 
Singleton's lecture to 
high school students where 
he said, "There 
comes a point in life 
when you 
have 
to
 decide who you are. 
There's
 a lot of peo-
ple who are role models 
who are not in the lime-
light who you can 
look to." 
I quickly remembered
 all the lectures
 my 
father preached to us. I 
remembered  how he 
used to give 
long
 dissertations 
about how life 
was and how we 
must make something
 of our-
selves. 
He 
gave  the usual comparisons
 of himself and 
his experiences,
 but he went 
further
 by acknowl-
edging 
that
 in America it's 
different,  and that a 
lot of the 
growing
 up and 
responsibility
 is for us 
to handle. 
Looking
 back now, from a 
college student's 
point of view,
 I see how 
important
 it is to focus 
ourselves 
on
 what we must do. 
Time is 
definitely  of the 
essence.  Tuition tees,
 
books and 
everything  under 
the rainbow is 
get-
ting more 
expensive.  
As we 
get older we are
 expected to 
produce  a 
Opinion  
page 
policies  
"If all mankind minus 
one, were of one opinion, 
and 
only one person were of the contrary opinion, 
mankind 
would be no more justified in silencing 
that one person, than he, if he had
 the power, 
would be justified in 
silencing mankind." 
 John Stuart Mill, 
"On Liberty" (1850) 
John Stuart Mill's quote can be thought of 
as 
the "modus 
operandi"  of the Spartan Daily's opin-
ion page. The representation of a 
broad  range of 
opinions is as important 
to a democracy as the 
right to vote, and the Spartan Daily 
is committed 
to sharing diverse opinions 
with  the community it 
serves. 
There are two 
forums for Spartan Daily readers 
to express themselves on the Opinion page: the 
Letter to the Editor or Campus Viewpoint. 
A Letter to the Editor may be up to 200 words 
responding to an issue or point of view that has 
appeared  in the Spartan Daily. Campus Viewpoint 
is a 300 to 500 word essay on current campus, 
political  or personal
 issues. 
Submissions become the property
 of the 
Spartan Daily 
and  may be edited for clarity, gram-
mar, libel and/or length. Any submission
 must 
contain
 the author's name, 
address,  phone num-
ber, signature and major. 
A Letter to the Editor
 or Campus Viewpoint 
must be typed or 
submitted
 on a 3.5 inch disk 
using Microsoft Word on the Macintosh. When 
submitting on disk, please 
provide
 a printout of 
the piece. 
Letters or Viewpoints may be put in the Letters 
to the Editor
 box at the Spartan Daily office in 
Dwight Bentel Hall 
room  209, sent by fax to 
(408)  
924-3237, or mailed
 to the Spartan Daily Form 
Editor, School 
of Journalism and 
Mass  
Communications,  San 
Jose State University,
 One 
Washington 
Square,  San Jose,
 Ca, 95192. 
Opinion pieces 
appearing  on this 
page do riot 
necessarily reflect
 the views of the
 Spartan Daily, 
the 
School of 
Journalism 
and Mass 
Communications  
or SJSU. 
4 
whole lot more than a year ago or 
even a 
semester  ago. 
Having a definite focus tends 
to make things flow a lot better. 
We can center our lifestyles, our 
energies on one point, and see it 
through to the
 end. 
My father's words ring in my 
ears today, finding myself and 
concentrating on what I need to 
do is something that I can apply 
to 
everything
 I do. 
Hearing
 my father's same words 
from a suc-
cessful director makes me 
realize he's not alone 
in this school of 
thought.
 I can rest assured that 
if I follow 
the  advice it can only lead 
to prosperi-
ty. 
Hopefully the children who 
listened to 
Singleton will be receptive 
to his advice. It comes 
from 
a sound school of thought, from people 
who have been there. 
In this time of 
teen-age
 murder and crime, we 
can only hope that the 
advice won't be falling on 
deaf ears. 
Someday, as we 
go
 into our respective
 
careers, we 
can help young persons form 
their 
goals and prevent
 the wasting of 
potentially  suc-
cessful
 
lives.
 
Roger 
Ramirez is 
a Spartan Daily
 
Staff Writer
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Sparta Guide  
SJSU's Weeklg Calendar 
INANE 
Alcoholics  
Anonymous  
Meeting 12noon. Administration
 
Bldg, 
Rm. 269. 
Career Planning 
& Placement 
On-Campus Interview Orient-
ation 12:30p.m. Engineering 
131dg., 
Rm. 189. Call 924-6033. 
Delta
 Sigma Phi 
fraternity  
Brotherhood  Recruitment Drive.
 
Call 
924-8471.  
Disabled 
Students  Associatkm 
Meeting, 
open  to the public 
lp.m.-2p.m.
 Student Union 
Guadalupe
 Rm. Call 241-2507. 
Election
 Board 
Candidate Forum 
8p.m.-9p.m. 
Dinning 
Commons.  Call 924-5972. 
Listening Hour 
Joe Hodge Jazz Duo 
12:30p.m.-1:15p.m.
 Music 
Building  Concert 
Hall.  
Call 924-4631. 
Meteorology Department 
Seminar: Numerical 
Simul-
ations of the Transport
 and 
Transformations of Alr 
Pollutants in an Urban Airshed 
by Prof. Jacobson. 12noon. 
Duncan  Hall, Room 615. 
Call 924-5200. 
School of Art & Design 
Student Galleries Art Exhibits 
10am. - 
4p.m. An  & Industrial 
Design Bldgs. Call 924-4330. 
hidaY 
ASCE 
Engineering Open House 9:30 
Engineering 
Bldg.  Call 924-3900. 
Chinese Campus Fellowship 
Bible Study 
2:30p.m.-5p.m.
 
Student Union, Guadalupe Rm. 
Call 287-4118. 
Career 
Planning St Placement 
Co-op Orientation 1:30p.m. 
Student Union, Umunhum 
Room. and Resume Critique 
11:30a.m.-12:45p.m. Student 
Union,
 Costanoan Room. 
Call 924-6033. 
Delta Sigma Phi
 fraternity 
Brotherhood Recruitment Drive. 
Call 924-8471. 
IDSSA 
Friday Forum - guest speaker 
with food! 12:30p.m. 
LDS 
Institute Building, S. 7th St  
Call 2863313. 
Society
 of Women
 
Engineers 
Dress
 for Success Workshop 
lp.m.-2.34)p.m.  Engineering Bldg., 
Rm. 335. Call 773-1262. 
Spans 
Guido is froolll and available lo students, faculty
 & start associations Deadline is Spin 
two days before publication 
Forms available at 099 209 Entries may be edited 
to allow for space restrictions 
Finding 
a way
 out of the
 
barrio  
National Hispanic 
University offers a 
solution  
education 
Associated Press 
When J. Robert Cruz revisits 
the barrio that was his child-
hood home, he's saddened by 
the
 poverty he left behind. But 
he's not without hope. 
Cruz has spent years trying to 
help others find the same way 
out  
education.  
"For me it's become a mission 
to do something to 
break 
through those barriers
 and 
break  those chains," said Cruz, 
president
 and one of the 
founders of 
The National 
Hispanic University. 
"Si, se puede!  It can be 
done!" he said, quoting 
the apt 
slogan of the independent non-
profit 
institution.  
NHU, originally a storefront 
offering bilingual
 training for 
hospital workers, has grown
 to 
an accredited
 four-year college 
that has granted
 more than 100 
degrees and 600 
certificates  in 
business, liberal 
arts, educa-
tion, computer science and 
other fields. 
Last year, NHU found a per-
manent home in a former public 
school, with room to expand. It 
plans to grow from 200 students 
to 1,200 after the year 2000 and 
eventually start 
additional cam-
puses, spreading its mission to 
get more Hispanics into college 
and make sure they graduate. 
It's an especially 
important  
goal
 because Hispanics are the 
Controversy
 over Social Security 
Retirement  trust fund should be protected against 
balanced  budget 
amendment,  some Democratic senator say 
WASHINGTON 
(AP)
  Social 
Security
 is never far
 from the 
storm center. 
Republicans
 who want to 
keep Social 
Security in the bal-
anced -budget 
mix  understand 
that 
removing its 
huge  trust 
fund surpluses 
from
 the debate 
would 
make  eliminating
 the fed-
eral deficit 
immensely  harder. 
They're 
keenly  aware 
that
 if 
they 
agree  to 
remove
 the fund 
from the 
deficit-reduction
 wars, 
then 
the  
balanced
 budget 
amendment
 would 
likely be 
approved.
 
But how
 would they
 stop the 
flow of 
federal
 red ink? 
Lawmakers 
would 
have
 to 
find an 
extra  $558 
billion 
worth  
of 
reductions
 over 
the next 
seven years,
 beyond 
the astro-
nomical
 $1.2 
trillion 
already 
said to 
be 
required.
 
That's 
the 
dilemma 
that 
Senate 
Majority  
Leader 
Bob 
Dole
 and 
other  
amendment  
sup-
porters  
face
 as they
 
desperately
 
search
 for 
the 
decisive  
67th  
vote to 
pass the 
proposal.
 
There
 are 
two  
reasons
 
that
 
Social  
Security,
 with 
its 
over-
flowing trust 
fund, is often 
yanked into the budget battle: 
Its mammoth annual surpluses
 
help make the federal 
shortfall  
look smaller than it really is, 
and  politicians love to warn that 
their
 opponents are plotting to 
use the popular program for 
deficit 
reduction. 
"Social Security is very much 
on the table" for cuts by 
Republicans, Sen. Christopher 
Dodd, 
D-Conn., general chair-
man of the Democratic National 
Committee 
said  Wednesday. 
It's an assertion 
Republicans  
vehemently deny. But it's what 
the debate 
over  the proposed 
constitutional
 amendment has 
evolved into. 
This time, a group of 
waver-
ing Democrats are declaring 
that
 protection of Social Secur-
ity 
is the price for their support. 
Republicans offered a com-
promise that 
over  a decade 
would 
gradually
 remove the 
Social Security 
surpluses from 
the budget. 
The offer would 
let the GOP, 
pledged to balance 
the budget 
by the year 2002, use the sur-
pluses to 
fulfill its promise, 
while letting Conrad
 and Dorgan 
claim their demands 
had  been 
met. No deal, 
they said 
Wednesday.  
Social 
Security,  the 
govern-
ment's biggest 
program, pro-
vides
 retirement, death and 
dis-
ability 
benefits
 to 45 million 
American families.
 Touching  it 
might be 
political
 suicide. 
The reason is in the
 numbers. 
Without  access to the Social 
Security surpluses, 
"you'd cre-
ate a 
much
 higher hurdle
 in try-
ing to 
balance
 the budget," said 
Sen.
 Larry Craig,
 R -Idaho, a 
chief
 sponsor of the balanced
 
budget 
amendment.  
Social 
Security's
 payroll taxes 
are now helping
 it accumulate 
surpluses as the 
system  braces 
for the
 retirement of 
the vast 
generation  of Baby 
Boomers. 
The Social 
Security
 Admin-
istration 
expects the 
surplus
 to 
be $60 
billion this year,
 and to 
swell 
until  it hits a peak 
of $157 
billion in 
the year 2011.
 
But it 
is expected to begin
 
shrinking  so fast that
 it would 
fall into the
 red in 2019. 
GOP
 
wants
 
to 
limit product  liability 
suits 
WASHINGTON
 (AP) 
 
They
 
came  
to 
lobby:
 
The  
woman  
scalded
 
by
 
spilled
 
coffee  
who  
has 
become
 known
 
as
 "the
 
McDonald's
 
coffee
 
lady,"  
the 
man 
burned
 
by 
exploding
 gas
 
tanks 
on 
his  GM 
pickup
 
truck,  
the 
lawmaker
 
who  
was
 a 
subject  
of 
an
 
experiment
 
with  
the  
drug  
DES
 
without  
her 
knowledge.
 
Battling
 a 
GOP 
bill 
that  
would  
make  
It 
harder  
to 
win  
punitive
 
damages
 from
 
companies
 
for 
harmful 
products, a consumer 
group
 brought injury 
victims  to 
Capitol  Hill on  Wednesday to 
tell their 
stories.  
Supporters  of the 
bill,  mean-
while, ran 
full
-page newspaper 
ads warning of Little 
League 
teams imperiled 
by lawsuits and 
television
 spots featuring 
politi-
cal personalities 
Jack
 Kemp and 
George 
McGovern.  
The House is expected to 
vote next 
week  on the 
legisla-
tion, which is 
part  of the 
Republicans'
 "Contract 
With 
America." 
The  House 
Judiciary
 
Committee 
approved
 the mea-
sure last
 Thursday by 
a 21-11 
vote mostly 
along  party lines. 
The 
measure would 
establish 
a 
national, 
uniform
 set of laws
 
on product
 liability and 
limit the 
sums awarded 
to injured 
peo-
ple. 
Supporters  say it is 
needed  
to 
free business 
from  a patch-
work of state
 laws. 
IN THE ARMY, 
NURSES
 
AREN'T
 JUST IN DEMAND. 
THEY'RE
 IN 
COMMAND.
 
Any 
nurse 
who 
Just  
wants  a 
job 
Carl
 
find 
one.  
But  if 
you're  
a nurs-
ing 
student
 who 
wants
 to be 
in 
command
 
of your
 own 
career,
 consider
 
the 
Army 
Nurse 
Corps
 You'll
 be 
treated
 
as
 
a 
competent
 
professional,
 
given 
your
 own
 
patients  
and  
responsibilities
 
commensurate
 
with your
 level of experience. As 
in 
Army  officer, 
you'll command 
the 
respect
 you 
deserve.  And 
with  the added 
benefits 
only
 the Army can 
offer -a $5000 
signing
 bonus, 
housing  
allowances  and 
4 
weeks 
paid  vacation
-you'll be 
well  in com-
mand
 of your
 life Call 
1-800 -USA
 ARMY 
nation's fastest -growing
 group, 
becoming an increasingly 
Important part of the workforce, 
Cruz said. 
"This is not just a Hispanic 
problem."
 he said. "Every time 
a Hispanic drops out ... or 
any-
one drops out, it really affects 
all of us in lost revenue, in 
crime, not to 
mention  unem-
ployment."  
Despite solid gains during the 
past decade, Hispanics still lag 
behind other groups in educa-
tion. Fewer than half of 
Hispanics who graduate from 
high school go to college, and 
fewer than half who go to col-
lege finish, according to Cruz 
and 
organizations  that collect 
such data. 
But at NHU, 
two-thirds of all 
students 
who seek bachelor's 
degrees complete their studies. 
NHU, unlike many traditional 
colleges, also accepts many C 
students, Cruz said. 
Cruz credits the school's high 
expectations 
of students, along 
with small 
classes,
 Hispanic role 
models and 
plenty of counseling 
and tutoring. 
Students  say those 
features attract them to NHU 
and keep them in class. 
"The people who work there 
are really conscious
 about all 
the problems
 minorities(have)," 
said Deborah 
Grimaldi.
 41, who 
emigrated from 
Argentina
 20 
years ago and 
received
 a bache-
lor's degree in business 
last 
June. 
"They 
make
 you feel, 'We are 
here, we can help you, the only 
thing you
 need to do is ask.' It's 
G
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an environment you don't find 
in other, big 
colleges,"  said 
Grimaldi, who plans to earn a 
master's
 degree in finance. 
Experts give many 
reasons  for 
the dropout problem. Many 
Hispanics come from poor 
schools
 
that did not adequately
 
prepare them for college, said 
Ed Codina, director of research 
of the Hispanic Association 
of 
Colleges and 
Universities  in San 
Antonio, Texas. 
A recent study
 by the San 
Francisco-based 
Latino  Issues 
Forum found
 that many 
Hispanic dropouts
 feel they 
must help their 
families  finan-
cially rather than go 
to school. 
Poor  English and
 campus 
racism  are other 
frequently
 
cited reasons. 
And many Hispanics
 come 
from 
families  in which 
no one 
has
 gone to college  
and no 
one is expected to go. 
Cruz, 53, said college never 
occurred to him 
when
 he was 
growing up in 
Corpus Christi, 
Texas. But he 
ended up at 
Wichita State 
on
 a football 
scholarship and
 earned a bach-
elor's degree in education. 
He later 
earned  master's and 
doctoral 
degrees from the 
University of California
 at Berk-
eley and taught at Stanford. But 
by the late 1970S.  Cruz
 was dis-
couraged by seeing many bright 
Hispanic 
students
 drop out, and 
eager
 to do something
 about it. 
So 
he and other 
educators  
started The 
National Hispanic 
University in 
Oakland  in 1981 It 
used successful
 black colleges
 
as a model and 
still stresses 
their key features of high
 expec-
tations and academic 
support 
Initially,  NHU trained bilingual 
health workers  for hospital 
emergency rooms. Soon, it 
added other 
four-year,  two-year 
and certification 
programs  and 
moved to 
San  Jose in 1990. 
Classes are taught in English. 
"I
 believe the quality of edu-
cation we 
receive ... is compara-
ble to San Jose State, UC 
Berkeley
  any of the larger, 
better-known colleges," said 
Raul Hernandez. 24, a third -year 
business administration student 
and NHU's student body presi-
dent. About 80 percent of the 
student body is Hispanic. 
Recognition in 1993 by the 
Accrediting Council of Indepen-
dent Colleges and Schools in 
1993 made NHU students eligi-
ble for government financial aid 
and guaranteed that other col-
leges
 will accept their course 
work.  
Federal money in grants and 
student aid now makes up 
about 65 percent of NHU's $2.5 
million budget. Fifteen percent 
comes from the private sector. 
IN THE TRUE 
HITCHCOCK TRADITION COMES A 
BRITISH THRILLER 
THAT 
WOULD  HAVE MADE THE MASTER HIMSELF 
PROUD.
 
"A TIGHT THRILLER FILLED WITH EXHILARATING TWISTS.
 
Danny Boyle Demonstrates Wit, Intelligence, And Economy of 
Style, 
Invoking
 The Memory Of Alfred Hitchcock, Whose Taste 
For The 
Macabre
 He Shares." 
I clasid Caithinann, SAN F585CI1(0C11110141(11 
44: 
What's a 
little 
murder
 among
 friends
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Thursday,  
March
 2, 1995 
The Spartan Daily sports department 
invites  students, fac-
ulty, athletes, and coaches to express opinions concerning 
its editorial content  positive or negative. 
Viewpoints submitted 
don't entirely need to focus on cam-
pus athletics, professional, minor 
league, or any sports topic 
is encouraged. 
Any letter for the sports section should mailed or dropped 
off in the Letter to the Editor's
 box in the Spartan Daily 
newsroom,
 Dwight Bente! Hall 209. Make 
sure it clearly 
states that Its destination Is the
 sports department. 
If mailed, please 
address the envelope: 
Sports Editor, 
Spartan Daily, 
School of Journalism 
and Mass 
Communications,  San 
Jose
 State University, One 
Washington 
Square, San Jose, CA 95192,
 or fax articles to (408) 
924-3237.  
Articles sent must 
contain
 the author's name, 
address, 
phone
 number, signature and
 major, or title. 
All entries 
should be less than 
250 words. 
Submissions
 
should be 
typed  or 
submitted
 on a 3.5 -inch
 disk using 
Microsoft 
Word  on the 
Macintosh,
 including a printed 
copy. 
Submissions
 become 
property  of the 
Spartan
 Daily and 
will be edited for 
clarity,  grammar, libel 
and length. 
London 
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on -the -spot! 
Duke 
defeated
 
by 
Maryland,  
94-92  
DURHAM,
 N.C. (AP)  Joe 
Smith 
scored a career -high 40 
points, including the game
-win-
ning follow at the 
buzzer
 
Wednesday  night, as No. 6 
Maryland survived the absence 
of coach 
Gary Williams to post 
a 94-92 victory over 
Duke. 
Maryland (23-5, 12-3 ACC) set 
a school record for Atlantic 
Coast Conference victories
 and 
moved the Terrapins within one 
win of their first regular -season 
league crown since 1980. A vic-
tory Sunday at 
No.  11 Virginia 
would clinch the crown and 
give Maryland the No. 1 seed in 
next week's ACC tournament at 
Greensboro, 
NC. 
Williams was admitted to the 
hospital with pneumonia. 
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San Francisco's outfielder
 Paul McDaniels makes a desperate
 dive 
back 
to first base during the seventh
 
inning. 
First  baseman Eric Pitt 
San Jose State 
University  
SPARTAN
 
DAILY 
PHOTO  BY CHRISTIAN DEL ROSARIO  
SPARTAN DAILY 
was 
unsuccessful
 in the attempt to tag McDaniels  out 
USF defeated 
San 
Jose
 State
 7-6 
in 13 innings
 Wednesday. 
Piraro upset with Spartans' 
13
-inning loss 
By Jim Seimas 
Spartan Daily Sports Editor 
The San Jose State
 University 
baseball players had
 their rally 
caps upside down, inside out, 
backwards and 
the bills of their 
hats convexed supporting base-
balls  but 
superstition  only 
goes so far. 
The Spartans rallied twice but 
ultimately lost the 
13-inning bat-
tle, 7-6 to 
USF  Wednesday at 
Municipal Stadium. 
The  Dons (5-9) victory over 
the
 Spartans (7-11) was their 
first road win of the season. 
"A good ball club wins that 
game at home (Muni). If we 
make the mistakes we made 
(Wednesday), we're going to 
struggle all year long," Spartans 
Coach Sam Piraro said. "The 
bottom line is, we should've 
won the ball game." 
Trailing 5-2, San Jose posted 
three runs in the bottom of the 
eighth
 inning to tie the game. 
With the 
base  loaded, catcher 
Jeff Fessenden struck out. 
Fessenden was second on the 
team with a .348 batting average 
going into the game. 
The Spartans stranded three 
runners that inning, 11 for the 
game. 
"I came up a 
couple of times 
DAILY
 
COMICS  
57.8% OF DAILY U.S.D.A. RECOMMENDED HUMOR 
OFF 
THE LEASH BY WB. PARK IN THE BLEACHERS BY STEVE
 MOORE 
"Oh. 
you've
 
decided to 
gull 
roaming
 
the suburbs
 
Great  
And  we're 
supposed
 to 
live. not
 
knowing
 
where  
our
 
next  
small  dog is 
comin9
 from?" 
Skipper,
 with his 
superior
 
leaping
 
ability, 
lips 
the cat to 
a 
teammate
 
and  the game 
begins
 
baseball 
44 
If we 
make  the 
mistakes we made 
(Wednesday),
 we're 
going to struggle all 
year long. 
Sam 
Piraro 
SJS1
 
baai,ball coeoh 
with two or three on and left 
them there," Fessenden said. "I 
just didn't get it done." 
Cassidy Fegan drew a 
bases -
loaded walk from Spartans relief 
pitcher Mike DesRoches in the 
top of the twelfth inning to earn 
the victory. DesRoches (0-1) 
took the loss and while Dons 
pitcher Derek Johnson (1-0) 
picked up the win. 
"After I couldn't 
hold that first 
lead, I was
 a little worried. I told 
my 
teammates  if they could get 
me 
one more (run) again, I 
wouldn't let them down," 
Johnson said. 
The Spartans' 16 -hit attack 
was led by outfielder David 
Shultz's four hits. Chris Kokaly, 
Patrick  Walsh, Eric Pitt, Brian 
May and Travis Peterson all had 
two hits for San Jose. 
"Sixteen hits 
don't do you any 
good if they're not timely. We 
need them to come in bunches. 
Hit them with a significant blow 
but we couldn't do it," Piraro 
said. "Pitt and Walsh, they're 
supposed
 to get the job done up 
there (at the plate). They're not 
the eight or 
nine hitters. That's 
their job." 
Each team scored a run in the 
tenth  inning. 
"It's
 a downer. It could've 
been such a big lift, going into 
the weekend with a lot of confi-
dence," Spartans outfielder 
Aaron Noriega said. "We 
could've won it a lot of times, 
but we didn't come up big when 
we had our chances." 
In the bottom of the eighth 
inning, a USF 
rightfielder 
dropped  the ball after Noriega 
was held up rounding 
third.  He 
slipped trying to scramble 
back 
to third, in a play he probably 
could've scored on if he was 
not 
held up. 
"That was huge. They go up 6-
5 and probably win," Johnson 
CAFE  ANGST BY HOLLEY 
IRVINE AND HANS BJORDAHL 
said. 
"Some of 
the players
 said 
'Well, 
at least we came back.' 
Bullshit.
 We should've won 
this
 
game. We're just an average 
team and we have to take 
advantage of our 
opportunities. 
We're  not going to pound any-
one into the ground 
and  our 
opponents know that," Piraro
 
said. 
Although the Spartans lost to 
the 
Dons,  who have a losing 
record, Fessenden ripped a 
base -loaded triple to 
help San 
Jose beat ranked -Santa Clara 
University last week. The 
Spartans also
 played tough 
against
 ranked -Fresno State 
University in a 2-0 defeat earlier 
this  season. 
"We just have to be more con-
sistent," Fessenden said. "We 
just need all three things to 
come out everyday: defense, 
hitting and pitching." The 
Spartans committed three 
errors and surrendered 
11 hits 
to USF. 
The Spartans 
host
 the 
Sacramento State Hornets Friday 
at 2 p.m. and Saturday at 1 p.m.
 
Both games are 
at Muni Stadium. 
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 Tougher 
entrance  standards
 set for student
-athletes
 
I rom 
page
 I 
stringent,'"
 said
 Dr. 
Charles  
Whitcomb,
 NCAA
 faculty 
repre-
sentative. 
"I'm 
uneasy
 with
 that 
because  
I 
also  feel 
that  probably
 they 
could 
have 
allowed
 what 
is to 
be 
for a 
period 
and then
 
reassessed
 for 
another  
gradua-
tion group
 down 
the road,"
 
Whitcomb 
said. 
In
 the area
 of 
mathematics  
and 
English,  there
 is an 
increase  
from 11 
to
 13 high 
school 
required  
core
 curriculum
 cours-
es. 
And college 
freshman 
will  be 
held 
accountable  for 
these 
courses by 
next fall. 
The 
intent of all of 
us in that 
committee  was to 
raise  the stan-
dards 
for our high 
school  stu-
dent -athletes to insure that the 
message they are receiving now 
is that they have to be academi-
cally prepared," Whitcomb said. 
Students who score
 between 
600 and 690 on the SAT, and 
have a 2.5 CPA or higher to com-
pensate will be declared "partial
 
qualifiers" 
starting  in 1996. 
The NCAA will use 
a sliding 
scale to 
balance  out those who 
do better on the test 
and have a 
lower CPA. It an athlete's 
CPA
 
in 
high school is a  
2.1, then he 
could compensate with a score 
of 860 on the SAT or 21 on the 
ACT. 
These partial qualifiers
 will 
not be able to compete their 
freshman year and will lose one 
year of competition with no 
chance of restoring eligibility 
Classified  
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no claim for 
producb  or 
senAces
 advertised below nor Is 
there any guarantee tripled. The 
clarified corms of the Spartan 
Daily consist of paid advertising 
and Owings we not approved or 
verified by the newspaper. 
VOLUNTEERS 
MORE PARTICIPANTS NEEDED! 
520.: On -the -road & 
simulator 
driving study. Erik: 272-8710. 
BE A 
FRIEND! 
Caring 
and  friendly volunteers  
needed
 to help individuals 
with mental illness become 
independent! Flexible hours! 
Training  and support
 given. 
Gain 
practical 
experience  for 
psychology. 
social  work. OT, 
nursing or 
related  fields. 
Call Martie or Teresa at 
408/526-1288 or 408/261-7777. 
VIETNAMESE  AMERICAN 
students  needed to 
participate
 in 
research  
on ethnic 
identity
 & 
hiculturalism. Call 286-1322 for 
rtere information.
 
CAMPUS
 CLUBS  
ARE YOU a hard-working sruorart 
and a hard-working parent? 
Interested 
in meeting 
others  who 
are 
also
 
juggling  family
 & college 
life?
 This 
newly forming club
 may 
be for you! 408-481-9708. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NEW STUDENT 
DENTAL  PLAN: 
Exams
 and x-rays no charge. 
SAVE  MONEY and your 
teeth.  
Enroll
 now! 
For 
brochure see A.S. 
Office  
or 
cal (800) 6553225. 
FAST
 FUNDRAISER 
- raise $500 
ii 
5 days Greeks,
 groups. clubs,  
motivated 
individuals.  Fast, 
easy  No 
financial 
obligation. 
1 
800.775.3851
 ext. 
33.  
ADOPTION: 
We're  a 
happily
 
married
 couple (preschool
 teacher/ 
lawyer)
 who wishes
 to adopt a 
newborn baby. 
We 
win  provide
 a 
secure 
loving
 home, extended
 
family. and 
2 silly Bassett 
Hound 
dogs who
 love 
kids.  too! 
We
 
will  
ove this 
child with 
all  our hearts. 
If you
 are 
considering
 
adoption
 
please  call 
us,  
Amy/Ken
 at 1-
800996-9474.
 
Legal/Confidential.
 
TUTOR 
WANTED 
SPANISH 
LANGUAGE
 TUTOR 
needed
 to help with
 conversation
 
and 
grammar. 
Call
 Julianne at 
408.245-7306.  
AUTO FOR 
SALE
 
90 TOYOTA 
TERCEL EZ 
Excellent
 
Condition,
 One 
Owner.  4 
speed.  
Pullout 
stereo.
 $2900. 
224-0266.
 
1990 
ACURA 
INTEGRA  LS 
68k  
mi. 
Garage  
kept,  full maint 
records,
 
extremely
 clean!! 
Moonroof,  
spoiler,  all 
Acura acc.
 
.$9,500
 o.b.o.
 
408/249-4996
 
 . 
. 
FOR  
SALE
 
MAC 
PLUS  
W/EXTERNAL
 H.D. 
Computer  
good  
H.D.  needs 
work.
 Includes
 some 
soft-
ware.
 $200. 
obo.  
924-3269.
 
.  .  , 
. I .NEW
 
FUTONS!
 
'  Full Set: $119. 
Queen 
Set: $129.
 
Includes  
frame  & 
futon.  
Fabric
 
choices,
 with 6 
inch thick
 futon. 
The 
lowest  
prices
 in the 
Bay Area.
 
Call
 
926-1961.
 
1640 
Remuda
 Ln. 
San Jose,
 CA. 
Powerful  
100%
 UNIX 
Compatible
 
Operating  System 
for 
your 
Desk  
top PC! 
Enjoy  the 
true
 
multitask-
ing  
&
 
multi-user operating 
system. 
Full featured
 UNIX with X
-Windows, 
TCP/IP,
 NFS, 
compilers 
and  
all 
applications  
for 388 
& higher
 
PCs.
 All for 
a price of 
DOS, 
only 
$39.95. 
Tel: 
408-727-3883.
 
Fax:408.727-3882.
 
INSURANCE
 
AUTO  
INSURANCE
 
Campus  
Insurance  
Service  
Special  
Student
 Programs
 
serving  
SJSU  
for
 20 
years  
"Great  
Rates  
for  Good 
Drivers"
 
"Good 
Rates 
for
 Non-Good 
Drivers"
 
SPECIAL
 
DISCOUNTS
 
"Good  
Student"
 
'Family  
Muth
-car" 
CALL 
TODAY 
296-5270
 
FREE  
QUOTE
 
NO HASSLE 
NO 
08IJGAT1ON
 
Also 
open  
Saturdays  
9-2. 
SPORTS/THRILLS 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing 
compared  to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving!
 Tandem, Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. 
SJSU 
student
 owned and operated. 
BAY AREA SKYDIVING 
1-510-634-7575 
SPORTS SCORES & INFO 
Nationwide,  up dated eiery
 15 min. 
1-900-988-2704-
 $2.49 
per  min. 
Age 18 + & 
touch tone phone 
required. In Line # 9, Sardose. CA 
(213)993.9450. 
TRAVEL 
REALLY CHEAP
 TRAVEL 
Discount
 Airline 
Tickets 
International
 / Domestic 
Student  Packages 
Available  
Mexico. 
Hawaii. 
Disney.
 
Call for Lowest Fares 
Everywhere,  all the time. 
Great
 American Traveler 
408-984-6607. 
DO EUROPE 
$249 
ANYTIME!  
Hawaii
 
$129  
-Jamaica  $318 
rt.
 
$ 
Cheap  Si Fares $ Worldwide
 
$ 
Call for FREE program
 description 
AIRHITCHO  415-834-9192. 
EMPLOYMENT 
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 hr. 
10.30am.  2:30 
pm. Tues.
 Wed. 
Illy.
 &Fri. Apply 848 N. First St. SJ. 
WANTED: 
RESPONSIBLE
 PERSON 
to walk/drive
 children 10 blks to 
& tan (9 & 11:30am) SJSU preschool 
M.T,W,Th. Call 297.6329, nights. 
STUDENT
 REPRESENTATIVE 
needed to 
run  marketing project 
on 
campus.
 P/T, great 
earning
 
potential.
 1600-459 -VISA
 x35. 
GIVE 
THE GIFT OF 
LIFE. Help 
a childless couple become 
family. Carry a 
child  
for an 
infertile
 couple. Excellent
 
compensation:  
$17,000
 + 
expenses.
 
800-308-7367.  
$
 
DRIVERS  
$
 
Excellent 2nd job 
Takeout Tao 
Restaurant
 Food Delivery 
Service  
Earn $9 to 
$11/hr.
 Rex 
hrs.  
Own Car. Good 
DMV & Ins. Req.
 
San Jose or 
Cupertino  Area 
Call 
408.389.9400.
 
SUBSTITUTES.  
Small  World 
Schools is hiring 
students to work 
as 
substitute  teachers in our 
19 
preschool and school -age day 
care 
programs. Prefer
 6-12 
units  
in Child Development.
 Recreation, 
Psychology. 
or Education. This 
is 
a great posiiton for both male 
or female students. 
We
 can work 
around most 
school
 schedules - 
even if 
you are only available 1 or 
2 
afternoons a week. Call
 our 
Corporate Office at 408-257-7320. 
SHOP/AIDE
 PT, 2 HRS/INK $10 
hr. Own transport. Call 243.7219, 
Wed. Mar. Ft between 
10an  & 
4 on. 
for that year. Yet they will be 
allowed to receive 
athletic  
scholarships and 
be able to 
practice with the team, which 
they can't do now under 
Proposition 48. 
"I think it's 
wonderful
 that 
they are going to allow those 
kids to 
practice," said Stan 
Morrison, Spartans men's bas-
ketball
 coach, "because the 
coach is the person who really 
has the greatest opportunity to 
motivate
 them to study." 
Dan Godfrey, a San Jose
 State 
University football player 
who  
transferred from Cal State 
Fullerton College and is graduat-
ing this May, believes that stu-
dent -athletes 
need to know 
what is required of 
them
 at the 
high school level to 
perform
 
GRAPHIC 
DESIGNER  (students 
only) 
for A.S. Cam pus Recreation 
needed,
 
Exper.
 w/Mac req'd. 
(Illustrator, Xpress, Photo -
Shop desired).
 Must be able 
to 
work independently. and 
effectively 
communicate  with 
a team in a 
recreational setting. 
Familiarity w/ campus recreation 
desired.
 Salary depending
 on 
exper. 
Schedule  flexible. 
23-25 
hrs/wk  during 
sem. 
30-35 
hrs/wk
 during breaks. 
Apply by March 
22, 5pm in 
Student Activities. 924-5950. 
FUNDRAISER  
Exclusively
 for 
fraternities.
 
sororities,  & 
student
 organizations,
 Earn 
money without 
spending  a 
dime. Just 3-5 days of your 
time. A little work.. 
.a
 lot of 
money. Call kr info. No 
obligation.
 
1-800-932-0528. ext.65. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. 
Work for environmental justice.
 
P/T evening 
positions
 for 
articulate  and motivated 
per.  
sons
 with opportunity
 for 
advancement,
 travel & benefits.
 
Silicon
 Valley Toxics 
Coalition.  
Call 288-7882.
 1- 4pm. E.O.E. 
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR 
with scheduled increases. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
Full-time or Part-time 
AU, SHIFTS AVNLABLE 
FULL TRAINING 
EXCELLENT 
BENEFITS 
Credit Union 
/ Paid Vacations 
Medical/Dental Insurance 
WEEKLY
 PAY CHECKS!
 
Apply Mon.
 Fri. 8am 
 5pm, 
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 Scott 
Blvd.  Santa Clara.
 
Neer
 101 at San Tones
 Expressway. 
PUBLISHER 
OF Si TRADE 
magazine seeks PT 
feature/tech-
nical 
writer  w/outstanding 
editing 
skills. Call Rich 510.888-2222. 
$S 
AIRLINE  JOBS
 
$S
 
To 
$14/hr. No exp. 
Will train. 
Tictng, Reservations,
 Ramp Svc, 
Baggage. 
Pt. Attnd. To apply
 + 
receive
 job info 
(all
 areas) call 
(415)487.6200.24 rrs. Future. 
TEACHERS
 Many 
Opportunities  
FT/PT
 positions for 
preschoois  & 
school
-age  day care 
programs.  
Great
 job
 for male or 
female
 
students. 
Prefer 6-12 
units  in 
Cnild  Development, 
Recreation,
 
Psychology,  or 
Education. 
Advancement
 & growth. great 
benefits
 for fulltime. Many times 
we an work
 around your schedule.
 
Call Small World 
Schools
 
408-257-7320.  
FUNDRAISER
 Exclusively
 for 
fraternities, sororities,
 & 
student
 
organizations,  
Earn 
money 
without spending
 a 
dime. 
Just 3-5 days
 of your 
time. A little
 work. ..a lot 
of 
money.
 Call for info. 
No obligation. 
1600932-0528.
 ext.65. 
B ACK 
TO SCHOOL 
JOBS.  Hiring 
today. 5 
part  time positions
 
available. Starting
 at 
$10/hour,
 
up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st 
come 1st
 serve basis. 
Call  
408-249-8446  today! 
Certain  advertisements In 
these COlUITI114 may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addr   for 
additional Information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded 
that, when 
making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
money for goods or services. 
In addition, readers
 should 
carefully investigate aM firms 
offering employment listings 
orcoupons for discount 
kecations or merchandise. 
UNIQUE 
OPPORTUNITY  
for major 
personality and/or future marke 
- 
ing professional implementing pro-
motions for beer company a 
clubs/bars in Bay Area. Full time 
April-Nov. Good pay and internship 
possibilities.
 Must be 21 
years of 
age. Send resume (and some-
thing 
creative,  interesting, or 
entertaining
 if you 
really want to 
get our 
attention)  to COOL JOB, 
c/o BDS 
Marketing,  I Technology 
Dr. Ste. C515, Irvine,  CA 92718 
or fax 714-753-1707. 
PT AD51IN FOR LAW FIRM. Light 
phones, filing & bookkeeping. 
Flexible schedule, 15-20 
hrs/wk. 
Canoler
 & people skills a must. Con 
& Assoc.
 Fan resuneto435-2956693 
BARTENDER 
TRAINEES  NEEDED 
Earn to $20./hr. 
Day/Eve. 1 or 2 
week classes. (415) 968-9933. 
International Bartenders School. 
NEED STUDENTS 
with skills in 
foreign languages, e.g.. 
Spanish.
 
Chinese,
 etc to sell product. Easy 
sell & good 
commission.
 Call VPM 
& Associates at 812-299-5498. 
MARKETING 
ASSOC:
 Direct mail, 
IBM literate, fluent
 English 
$7.15 hr.. 15-20 hr/wk
 243-9173. 
$
 EARN EXTRA CASH 
up to $120/week!
 
Become a 
Sperm 
Donor.  
Healthy males. 19-34 
years  old. 
Univ. 
Students/Grads/Faculty  
Contact  California 
Cryobank  
415-324.1900,
 M -F, 8-5pm. 
$13.00 PER
 HOUR TO 
START!  
Sales  Weekends & 
Evenings.  
Green Thumb Lawn
 Service 
Start this Saturday. 
408-253-8818. 
TELEMARKETER
 NEEDED. Must 
have strong communication 
and 
customer  service 
skills. Flexible 
schedule. 3-5 
hrs/wk. $9.00/hr. 
Call Thiry 
485-4797.  
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE,
 
mailing our circulars! 
For info call 202-298.8957.
 
INSIDE SALE, 
PART-TIME
 
flexible  
hours, for outgoing telephone 
personality
 for national ad 
company
 
near SJSU. Beverly 
995-5905.  
ALASKA  
SUMMER  EllAPLOYMINT 
Students Needed! 
Fishing Industry. 
Earn up to 
$3.000-$6.000+
 per 
month. Room and Board! 
Trans-
portation! Male or Female 
No 
experience  necessary. Call (206) 
545-4155 ext. 460412.  
well in 
college. 
"Many times
 the kid's parents 
don't
 know what 
to
 do, or what 
they need to do. I 
know
 I didn't 
know.
 Counseling and advise-
ment  is  very important," he 
said. He believes that 
as long as 
high 
school
 athletes know what 
is expected of them,
 then this 
new 
proposition
 is a start in the 
right
 direction. 
John Mier, 
a sophomore at 
Prospect
 High School who 
plays  
football and 
will be affected by 
the new 
legislation, said, "Pretty 
soon 
the requirements 
will
 be 
so tough that 
a lot of aspiring 
athletes will 
just
 give up on col-
lege." 
Morrison
 thinks that attaining
 
a 2.5 
CPA is very doable 
because
 schools have been noti-
ARE YOU COMPETITIVE? 
Do you like a challenge? 
Find out about the toughest 
summer work in N. 
America.  
For 
more
 info call 408-292-2034. 
Average profit from summer
 
work 
 
$5,600.
 
RENTAL HOUSING  
ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 
bath
 
Rent
 starting 
at $710. a 
month.
 
Free cable. Laundry 
room.  
9th & E. William 
St.  Call 
Tricia  or Robert 
971-0869.  
GATEWAY  APTS.
 Free cable. 
Laundry room. Rent starting at 
$750./mo. 4th and E. 
William  St. 
947-0803. Noel or Rosalind 
Luna. 
2 RAP& APARTMENT- $750/140. 
 Security type 
building
 
 Secure 
Parking  
 Close
 In 
 Modem 
Building  
 Free Basic Cable service 
 Laundry Room 
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
(408) 295-6893. 
1 BOW APT $660 nals/S680  dep. 
Remodeled/Carport/Laundry 
Near 280/87. Grt 'ctn. 
226-6818.  
WALK TO SAW. The SANDS 
APTS.  
460 S. 10th 
St Carport and 
laundry. 2/bdrm $675 mo. 
l/bdrm $500
 mo. Manager
 in 
Apt. 10 or call 293-9840. 
780 S. 
11TH  STREET 
APTS.  
Large 2 
bdrm/2  ba. Very 
clean.  
Security type bldg. 
Laundry.  Cable. 
Ample parking. 
Quiet  with good  
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to 
school.
 Responsive management. 
We take advance 
deposits.  
$720-$77O/mo.
 
Call
 
288-9157.
 
SHARED 
HOUSING 
WANTED:
 ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
clean 2 br./2
 
tat.
 Apt. W/D, pool. & 
mere. $395. +1,f2u01.  408-947-1056. 
1/2 BLOCK 
TO CAMPUS. 
Nice,  
clean,
 large apt. Large 
room, AC, 
pool
 Water pd. 
$320/ma
 279-1155. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Share,  clean 
Condo n 
safe,
 
Quiet neighborhood. 
1/2 
block  to Light 
Rail/Fwyr.
 85. 
W/D & Jacuzzi.
 Own Room. 
$350. per mo. 
Call 229.1018. 
SERVICES  
MARTIAL ARTS. $20. PER 
MONTH  
Call
 for 
more  flio:  
408-248-9725 
MEN & WOMEN  BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT
 HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving, waxing,
 tweezing
 
or 
using
 chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted
 hair. 
Back Chest - 
Lip Bikini  Chin  
Tummy 
etc.  Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made before June 1, 
1995. Hair 
Today  Gone Tomorrow. 
621 E. Campbell
 Ave. 517, 
Campbell
 . 
(408)379-3500.
 
lied.
 
It isn't like they made the 
rule last week," Morrison said, 
"It's been out there for some 
time and people have to adjust 
to 
it.  
"So I don't buy that," he said 
of students 
who insist on giving 
up. "The idea of giving up 
sounds to me like if someone 
can't get a 2.5 they probably 
gave up way back when." 
A hot topic that was
 debated 
by the NCAA committee was the 
issue of letting 
students
 who 
don't meet 
eligibility
 standards 
earn back a fourth 
year
 by mak-
ing good grades in 
college. The 
issue was 
defeated
 164-152, with 
seven 
abstentions.  
"I think that 
at the end of four 
years, the first of 
which  a young 
person IS not allowed 
to play, if 
that student is on 
line to gradu-
ate,  is matriculating
 in order,:
 
has a legitimate 
degree  in mind 
and major, 
and has 
passed  
the
 
appropriate  
percentage
 of 
courses  to 
that  point, 
I think the 
student should 
be
 rewarded. 
"I 
think the
 NCAA 
needs 
to
 
find a 
way  to demonstrate
 that 
the system 
works,  and therefore
 
the
 youngster gets his 
or
 her 
fifth year or fourth 
year of eligi-
bility in that fifth year to  finish 
up
 their competitive schedule," 
Morrison  said. 
Another 
concern of the com-
mittee was that the new require-
ments might be too stringent 
and possibly a longer
 delay 
should have been allowed for 
students to adjust. 
Phone:
 
924-3277  
U FAX:  924-3282 
WRITING ASSISTANCE 
any 
subject.  
Why suffer
 and get 
poor 
grades
 
when  help is 
just a 
calf
 
away? Harvard Ph.D.
 (former 
college teacher)
 
assists
 
with  
research & writing. Tutorial also 
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential. 
Convenient
 Peninsula
 
location.
 
Dissertation/thesis  specialist.  
Samples & references available. 
Chinese & 
other langs. 
spoken.  
Foreigners  welcome! Call today 
for free 
phone 
Consultation:  
(415) 
525-0505...ask  
for 
Daniel.  
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK 
and BRAKE
 INSPECTION! 
Student Discounts. 
Big -O -Tires. 
2336
 El Camino 
Real, Santa Clara. 
Mon- Fn: 8 to 5:30, 
Sat: 9 tot. 
281-4430. 
OPEN ADOPTION 
gave my son the 
very
 best start in 
life. I CHOSE his 
parents & we care 
deeply about
 each other. If you're 
pregnant & not sure what to do, 
call me, Mary, at nonprofrt 
Center. 
408.9866343. 
WRITING HELP. 
Professional
 
editing,  
rewriting,
 proofing, 
ghost-
writing.
 Letters,
 reports, books. 
essays, theses,  articles. etc.
 For 
more info 
please call Dove 
1510-601-9554.  VISA/MASTER-
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K. 
HEALTH/BEAUTY
 
SO% ONCOUNT1 
Permanent
 Cosmetics by Tnsh. 
Enhance your 
natural  
beauty!  
Eye  Liner - Los
 -- Eyebrows. 
Expires June 1st. 1995. 
408.379-3500 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. 
Campbell  Ave. 
#17,  
Campbell,  CA 95008. 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted
 hair removed 
forever.
 
Specialist. 
Confidential.
 
Your own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San 
Jose. 
247.7488. 
HAVING A BAD
 HAIR DAY? 
Say  no more! Come 
to Multicuts 
Beauty Salon. We 
guarantee  
the 
Best 
Haircuts. Styles. 
Perms and 
the Best Customer
 Service in town. 
Students & 
Faculty.
 
Bring 
I.D.
 & 
receive 
a discount on any 
service. 
MuIticuts is located 
inside The 
Multicurtural
 Center. 606 S. 2nd St.. 
corner
 of Reed. 
Walk-in  Welcome. 
or 
call 
now for
 appt. 
297-7589  
Ask for 
Ana, a 
Professional
 
Stylist
 
for  over 12 
years.  
speaking
 English 
and 
Spanish.
 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! 
Over $6 Billion
 in private 
sector
 grants 
& scholarships is 
now available. All students are 
eligible. Let us 
help.  For more 
info. 
call:  1-800-263-6495  ext. 
F50411 
NEED MONEY FOR 
COLLEGE?  
"Shadowhawk Enterprises"
 
will  
find it for 
you.
 Recorded 
message  gives 
details.
 
510-490-2685 ext. 112. 
DAILY  
CLASSIRED
 - LOCAL 
RATES  OR F N ..ATIOL
  
. NA/AGENCY 
RATES  CALL 408-924-3277 
Print 
your  ad here. Line is 30 spaces, 
including letters, numbers, punctuation
 & spaces between words. 
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IIIMMODOODOODEOCIEDOODOCIMEICIMO
 
MOODEIDOOMMMEIDEIMODOODECOOD
 
MEIMMEEFFEIMEIMOOMTICIFOMODE
 
Ad 
Rates:  3
-line  
minimum
 
One Two
 Three 
Day 
Days 
Days
 
3 linens $5 $1' 
$9 
4 lime 
$43 
$8 
$10  
5 lima $7 
$9 
$11 
6 Mai $8 
$10 $12 
$1 tor each
 
additional
 
line
 
Four 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$14 
Name 
Flue 
Moms 
Days 
$13 
tys sun 
$14 
$16 
$16 
After 
the filth day,
 rate Increases
 by $1 per
 day. 
First line 
(25  spaces) 
set 
in bold for no 
extra ,,harge 
Up 
to 5 additional
 words 
available  in bold
 or $3 each 
SEMESTER
 RATES 
3-9 lines  $70 
 
10-14  lines: $90 
15-19 lines $110 
Ptone 
Send 
Check  cr 
money order to: 
Spartan 
Daily  Classifieds
 
fen Joe. 
State 
Unlvereft  
San Jose,
 CA 
95192-0149  
 
Classified
 desk 
is located in 
Dwight Bentel Hall 
Room
 209 
 
Deadline  10 00 a m two weekdays before 
publication 
IN 
All ads are 
prepaid  MI 
No refunds on 
cancelled
 ads 
 
Rates  for 
consecutive 
publications
 
dates only 
 
QUESTIONS?  
CALL  
(4011)1124-321?  
Please check ./ 
one 
classification:
 
_Campus Cii,tos 
Greek Messages*_Shareoi
 
_Real  Esvc 
_Events* 
_Announcernents _Services 
_Lost and Found" _Health/Beauty 
IValuSnafefee:s. :Plnisuderanc Shaee F . 
_Autos For Sale 
_Entertainment*
 
_Electronics*
 
_Trave  
_Wanted* 
_Tutoring*
 
_Employment 
_Word 
Process
 
,:). 
_OPOortunities
 _Schoiarships 

 Special
 student
 rates 
available  for 
these
 
ClaSSifiCatiOnS.$5.00
 
for 83 line
 ad for 3days. Ads must 
be placed in person 
in 
DBH209,
 between 10am 
and  2pm. 
Student
 
ID required. 
"'Lost & Found 
ads are offered
 free, 3 
lines
 for 3 days,
 as a 
service to the campus community. 
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEOL7 
For more information, 
CALL NOW (2091532-4868 x112. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for 
College & Grad Students. Grades. 
SAT scores and age 
net
 always a 
factor.
 Recorded
 message gives 
details: 
408-629-4098
 X 112. 
TYPING
 
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
 
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast
 turn
 
around.
 Resumes,  student papers.
 
correspondence.
 Worked 
win  SJSU 
students for 15 years. Located 10 
minutes 
from campus. Reasonable 
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!! 
Aid) wel dore  always. Call 
Jane
 at 
Perfect Paper, 
(408) 937-0373. 
WORD PROCESSING 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & 
English papers/theses 
our specialty. Laser 
printing.
 Free 
spell check and storage.
 APA, 
Turabian and other formats 
Resumes,
 
editing,  
graphics  
and other services
 available.
 
Mastersons
 Word Processing.  
CM Paul cr 
Virginia  
408-251-0449.
 
NORMA'S TYPING SERVICE 
Evening/Weekend apply 
Fax Modem/RP 
LaserPent.ng
 
Resumes, Letters. Theses, 
Spreadsheets.
 Copying. etc 
I CAN 
WET `CUR 
TYPING  NF1DS 
Low charge by page 
hatable aryrne ate -1200p*
 
call 
(408)238-5089.  
AFFORDABLE
 
S EXPERIENCED 
Professional Word 
Processing! 
Theses, Term 
Papers.
 Nursing & 
Gre Projects, Resumes.  Letters, 
Manuscripts.  etc. 
WordPerfect  51,  
HP Laser IL All formats.
 specializing 
in 
APA.  Spelling, 
punctuation  and 
grammatcal
 
edrtIng Free
 
disc  
storage
 
Ac
 wor*
 guaranteed! 
Worry free. depenaabie, arid prompt 
dame
 To aiii0C 
diSKpCantMert,
 call 
now 
to 
reserve 
your
 trne! Call 
PAM 
247-2681
 
(8am-8pm  
Plu$ 
SpreAddltional Wane Referral! 
WORD PROCESSING
 / TYPING. 
West
 San 
Jose/Cupertino.
 
APA.
 
"Tern papers "Group
 projects
 
Thesis
 
"Letters 
"Applications
 
*Resumes *Tape cansenettar. 
etc. 
Nursing/Math/Science/English 
Laser
 printer Days 
& 
even,rgs
 
7 adj.& SUZANNE. 446-5658 
CALL MARCIA 266-9448 
20 years experience 
Edit/Format Specialist
 for
 
Projects/Term  
Papers/Resumes. , 
APA 
 Twablen  MLA 
Crarnrnar.
 
Rrictusticn.
 Frrasrig 
Tabies
 /Charts /disk edrt , 
Intarnationd StutiolaWeicans    
10 minutes
 from
 
campus! 
1 HATE
 TO TYPE!"""" 
If this got your
 
attenten.
 give your 
self a break. Let me do it for yoult. 
Resanes. term pews & Meses
 APA
 
format
 $200 oe- e 
Jioaceel.
 
page 
ae.1 
Le
 $ 2 00. 
Cash cony, 
445  C707 
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Economy
 will slowdown, analysts
 say 
Despite strong 1994, higher
 interest
 
rates  
will curtail spending 
WASHINGTON (AP)  The 
economy closed out 1994 with a 
bigger head of steam than previ-
ously estimated, suggesting it 
may take longer to moderate 
the 
momentum.  
But analysts insisted a slow-
down
 has begun as consumers 
curtail spending in the 
face
 of 
higher interest rates and 
Mexico's peso crisis puts a 
damper
 on U.S. exports. 
The Commerce 
Department 
said the economy expanded at a 
4.6 percent annual rate in the
 
fourth quarter last year, 
pro-
pelling 1994 to the strongest full 
year of growth in a decade. 
It may take longer than
 previ-
ously anticipated to 
slow the 
economy's galloping 
pace,  ana-
lysts said, 
particularly  since 
inventory 
buildup was much 
less 
than reported by the Com-
merce
 Department a month ago. 
But they predicted that 
growth in the current quarter 
would be around 3 percent as 
the economy heads down to a 
level the Federal Reserve 
believes
 can be sustained with-
out inflation. 
"The rainbow
 we've been try -
The 
rainbow
 we've 
been  trying 
to
 catch 
may 
take a little 
longer to 
reach.
 But the 
overall 
picture  
hasn't
 changed.  
The 
economy 
is slowing
 down. 
ing to catch may
 take a little 
longer to reach,"
 said econo-
mist Sung Won
 Sohn of Norwest 
Corp., a Minneapolis
 bank. "But 
the overall 
picture hasn't 
changed. 
The  economy is 
slow-
ing down." 
The 
Commerce  Department 
said 
business  inventories accu-
mulated 
much less 
rapidly
 in 
the 
fourth
 quarter. 
Smaller  
stockpiles  on store 
shelves 
could 
mean  higher 
production  
to replenish supplies, 
analysts  
said.  
"The slowdown will be 
mostly  
in 
the second half of this year," 
said David
 Wyss of DRI-McGraw 
Hill, a forecasting firm in 
Lexington, Mass.
 "We still have 
Sung 
Won  Sohn 
Norwast 
Corp. econous161 
  99 
mixed 
signals
 for the 
economy."  
The 
Commerce  
Department
 
also 
reported  that a 
drop in 
building 
single-family homes 
caused a 
0.2 percent dip in con-
struction  spending in 
January,
 
the first decline in six months.
 
Housing activity, which 
is
 par-
ticularly sensitive to interest 
rates, is considered an early 
sign of the economy's
 direction. 
Also, the National 
Association  
of Purchasing Management said 
in a widely followed report 
that 
manufacturing grew 
in February 
at a much slower rate than the 
previous month and fewer firms 
were paying higher prices for 
raw 
materials. 
Stocks and bonds 
were mod -
Debate
 goes to 
Washington
 
over  
nuclear  waste 
dump
 
LAS VEGAS 
(AP)
  A political 
tug-of-war
 between Nevada's 
top officials and a 
small rural 
community shifts to Washington 
today, with a hearing on place-
ment of a 
temporary
 nuclear 
waste dump in the state. 
At issue is a Senate bill 
chang-
ing the Nuclear Waste Policy Act 
to allow placement 
of
 an interim 
high-level nuclear waste dump 
in Nevada. 
Officials of Lincoln 
County 
and 
the  town of Caliente have 
said 
they
 would welcome the 
interim 
facility  for a price. 
County commissioners
 and 
city council members have 
voted to allow placement of the 
interim facility near the tiny 
community of Elgin, 100 miles 
northeast of Las Vegas, provid-
Earth Day 
From 
page  1 
focus on the 
issues and how 
they impact your 
life," Evan 
said. 
"This  is about changing 
people and 
changing
 the way 
they perceive the world around 
them." 
Amick and Fletcher are 
involved in recruiting 
partici-
pants and support,
 but focus in 
different areas. Amick is looking 
for student 
volunteers.
 
"A lot 
of people are busy this 
semester, but many are 
offering 
weekend hours," she said. 
While Amick looks for 
volun-
teers, Fletcher focuses on rais-
ing funds,
 securing sponsor-
ships and the participation of 
other environmental groups. 
"If someone knows what they 
want to do and they
 can do it, 
that'd
 be great," Fletcher said. 
The 
activities planned for 
Earth Day are a family festival, a 
green
 computing exposition and 
a World Music 
concert.  
The family 
festival  will be in 
the Plaza de Cesar
 Chavez Park. 
It will include musicians, 
jug-
glers, dancers and a parade. 
Reyes is in 
charge of organiz-
ing the 
Energy  Department 
comes 
up
 with a multi -million -
dollar carrot. 
Nevada officials are opposed 
to the dump, citing a current 
law which states the temporary
 
site 
cannot  be located in the 
same state where a permanent 
repository would be 
built.  
Yucca Mountain, 100 miles 
northwest of Las Vegas, is the 
only site currently being stud-
ied for the permanent dump. 
Congress and the Energy 
Department want to consider 
changing the law to allow a tem-
porary dump in 
Nevada,
 and 
see Lincoln
 County and Caliente 
as a willing
 host. 
The  scenario has angered 
Gov. Bob Miller, an opponent of 
any
 nuclear storage in the state. 
ing the World Music concert, an 
all -day event in the San 
Jose
 
Civic Auditorium. 
Reyes hopes 
to attract such heavyweights as 
Carlos Santana and drummer 
Mickey Hart of the Grateful 
Dead. Music to be performed 
will range from Caribbean and 
Reggae to Andean folk and 
Native 
American.  
The green computing expo, 
organized by Altieri,
 will be held 
in the Parkside Exhibit 
Hall  in 
downtown
 San Jose. 
The 
expo hopes to 
attract
 
environmental
 consultants and 
companies that offer environ-
mentally -friendly alternatives
 to 
a variety of 
computer -related 
chores. 
These would 
include
 
energy. 
efficient
 monitors, recycled 
paper,
 soy-based inks and recy-
cled laser cartridges. 
The committee is also looking 
for corporate sponsors 
"What we found is that you 
get corporations that could be 
considered polluters involved 
In Earth Day and you actually 
make a difference In the corpo-
ration," Evan said. 
Women's
 month 
From page 1 
Gomez said. 
One of the highlights of the 
month is that it marks the cele-
bration of 75 years of the 
Women's
 Suffrage Movement, 
she said. 
Women's History Month grew 
out of the March 8 
International 
Woman's
 Day, a day that hon-
ors the 
garment
 labor 
struggles 
of 100 years ago,
 said Rivka 
Polatnick, an 
SJSU  
women's 
studies
 professor. 
"In Berkeley public elemen-
tary schools, it's a school holi-
day, like Martin Luther
 King's 
holiday," she said. 
At the San 
Jose  Museum of 
Art, there will be a display of 
works of 
female
 artists during 
March. 
"Women 
have accomplished 
many things. It's Important to
 
honor our forbearers,"
 
Polatnick said.
 "And women 
have 
contributed  many out-
standing  
things."  
He 
is scheduled to be on hand 
for Thursday's meeting before 
the 
Senate Committee on 
Energy and Natural Resources. 
"I will tell the 
senators
 this 
proposal to allow interim stor-
age in Nevada is another sign of 
betrayal and failure by the 
Department of Energy," Miller 
said Wednesday. "Nuclear waste 
law has evolved over the years 
with one objective: force this 
deadly waste on Nevada." 
Also on hand at Thursday's 
meeting will be Lincoln County 
and  Caliente officials, with 
Mayor Kevin 
Phillips  among 
those scheduled to speak. 
Miller blasted the officials of 
the rural area, accusing them of 
selling out to the Energy Depart-
ment and weakening efforts to 
build a united front 
against
 
accepting 
the interim facility. 
The officials are "trying to sell 
the health and
 safety of our citi-
zens for fool's 
gold,"  he said last 
week when Lincoln 
County com-
missioners 
approved  the plan 
on a 2-1 
vote.  
Reward
 
66   
erately higher by midafternoon. 
Gross 
domestic  product, 
which measures the
 total out-
put of goods and services pro-
duced in the United  States, rose 
4.0 percent for all of last year. 
That is the 
best showing since 
1984, when the economy surged 
6.2 percent
 during the final year 
of President Reagan's 
first  term 
in office. 
The economy increased 3.1 
percent in 
1993. 
Despite the fourth quarter
 
surge, inflation remained tame,
 
with one price gauge 
tied
 to 
GDP revised downward to show 
only a 1.3 percent advance 
instead of a previous
 1.6 per-
cent estimate. The index rose 
1.9 percent in the third quarter. 
Federal Reserve
 Chairman 
Alan Greenspan hinted
 in con-
gressional testimony
 last week 
that the central 
bank might 
actually lower 
interest  rates at 
some point if signs 
of a slower 
economy accumulate. 
The Fed has doubled a bench-
mark short-term interest rate, 
from 3 percent to 6 percent, in 
seven stages since February 
1994. 
Job  fair 
From page
 1 
employers,"
 said 
Margaret  
Wilkes, co -coordinator
 of Job 
Fair '95. 
This event, 
sponsored  by 
SJSU's 
Career Planning 
and 
Placement  Center, 
featured 
more than 
175 employers rang-
ing from high-tech to communi-
ty service 
organizations.  Jobs 
available ranged from 
part-time  
to full-time positions 
for  gradu-
ating seniors. 
IBM found many undergradu-
ates looking for 
part-time  work 
and summer 
jobs, said Bryan 
Patterson
 from IBM's Santa 
Teresa  Lab. IBM had a variety of 
full-time 
opportunities  available 
to graduating seniors, but was 
surprised that the response 
from
 seniors was not that great. 
IBM was looking for appli-
cants based on a combination
 
of grades, class 
work,  and a 
major
 in computer science. 
Patterson said grades are a 
major factor in the decision 
process.
 
Yvonne Nevens, director of 
marketing for the San Jose 
Museum of Art, said that they 
received a good response, espe-
cially since they were offering 
only volunteer opportunities. 
This was 
Nevens'  first job fair at 
Judge orders 
S.E  man 
to pay Social 
Security  
Law exempting members of religious 
sects doesn't apply, Court of Appeals rules 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  A 
self-employed man who had 
religious objections to the 
Social 
Security system, but 
belonged  to no religious organi-
zation, must pay Social Security 
taxes, a federal appeals court 
has 
ruled.  
The rights of a lone objec-
tor are not violated by a fed-
eral law exempting members of 
religious sects from Social 
Security self-employment taxes 
if the sect opposes Social 
Security and has a support sys-
tem for its members, the 9th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
 
said Wednesday. 
Allowing an individual 
objec-
tor to opt out 
of Social Sec-
urity "would
 not only threaten 
the (financial)
 integrity of 
the system, but would threaten 
Congress' goal of ensuring 
that persons who opt out 
are provided for (and will not 
burden the public 
welfare  
From page 1 
mation," said Sacramento FBI 
spokesman Tom Griffin. He said
 
there were 
no suspects so far. 
The string of California fires
 
began in a 
Ventura  County fami-
ly planning clinic
 on Feb. 9. 
Three 
days later arsonists hit a 
Santa Barbara
 doctor's office. 
The most serious
 of the five 
recent  California fires
 gutted 
part of a 
Planned  Parenthood 
clinic in San 
Luis Obispo on 
Feb. 15. 
On Feb. 21, lighted railroad 
flares singed the roof and 
caused
 smoke damage to a 
Santa Cruz County 
medical  clin-
ic 
where  abortions were per-
formed.
 
The Pregnancy Consultation
 
Center  fire in San Francisco 
began just before 6:30 a.m. in a 
basement window well, 
and 
caused only $600 to a janitor's 
office.
 
system)," said 
Judge Cecil 
Poole in the 3-0 
ruling. 
The court upheld a U.S. Tax 
Court ruling requiring 
Martin  H. 
Droz of 
Arcadia,
 Calif., to ,pay 
$5,748 in Social Security taxes 
for 1988 that he had withheld 
for religious
 reasons. 
The sincerity of Droz's 
reli-
gious objections to Social  
Security was undisputed, but he 
was not covered by the law 
because he did not claim mem-
bership in any religious sect, 
Poole said. He also said the limi-
tation did not violate Droz's 
freedom of religion. 
Droz was not required to 
choose between observing his 
religion and practicing his liveli-
hood, but merely was denied a 
tax exemption, Poole said. He 
said the 
exemption  for mem-
bers of religious 
organizations  
that have their 
own welfare sys-
tems does not discriminate
 
against any religion. 
Droz acted as his own 
lawyer  
in 
the case. Attempts to reach 
him 
for comment on the ruling 
were unsuccessful. 
SJSU and said that they 
(San
 
Jose Museum of 
Art)  would defi-
nitely come back next year. 
The 
Career Planning and 
Placement Center has held
 Job 
fairs for the past 
24 years, gen-
erally holding the 
big  Job fairs 
during the 
spring  semester. Last 
year's job lair brought
 in 3,500 
students. 
It takes a 
very
 long time to 
organize a job fair,
 said Una 
Melkonian, assistant 
director  of 
SJSU's 
Career
 Planning and 
Placement Center. 
"The goal
 of the job fair," 
Melkonian said, "is to 
make sure 
employers know we 
have good 
students at SJSU who are 
eager 
for employment." 
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Providing
 all the it'll: -
forts 
for 14 
year.  
Chaining furnished
 
room.. with TVs,  weekly 
housekeeping w/hed
 
linens, kitchen and laun-
dry 
Weekly  rates start 
SO, 
Moltlilly  MICA 
ant 5295 depending 
on availability 
Continental  
Breakfast  
Sundays, I 
boa'.
 I pin 
For best spring semester 
Call Now 
998-0223 
72 N. FIFTH
 ST. SAN JOSE 
Learn 
About  
Law School 
Informational
 Meeting 
and Admissions
 Fair 
Thursday  March 9 
Westin Hotel Santa Clara
 
Ballroom D 
4:00-8:00
 
pm 
Sponsored by 
the
 
West Coast 
Consortium  
of Private
 Law Schools 
PARTICIPATING  LAW 
SCHOOLS:
 
California Western 
Golden Gate University 
Gonzaga University 
Lewis and Clark College 
McGeorge 
Pepperdine University 
Santa Clara University 
Seattle University 
Southwestern University 
University of San Diego 
University of San Francisco 
Whittier College 
Willamette University 
Get  
The  
Most
 
Europe
 
For
 
Your
 
Money.
 
When  it 
comes 
to
 Europe,
 nobody
 offers 
you 
more  fun
-or more
 value
-than  
Contiki.  
For
 
example,
 a 
two-week,
 nine
-country  
tour costs
 
only Si 
.244 
including  
airfare.'  
There 
are  over 
30
 tours
-ranging  
from
 9 to 
52 days. 
Contact  
your
 local
 Travel 
Agent, 
or call 
1-800-CONTIKI
 
for a free
 
brochure.
 
TM°  is 
double
 
occupency
 from 
New York 
Departures
 available
 
frOM 
meet  Meta 
U S. cit..
 PM. 
very a, 
corMog  to 
departure  
date  
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 Fin= EMI Of CYBERSPACE
 
THE INTERNET'S FIRST AND ONLY TAME -TALE TABLOID 
BRINGS YOU
 ALL
 THE SHOCKING DETAILS. 
WITHOUT
 
GETTING  
WET 
From the 
safety  and 
comfort
 of your 
easy  chair, 
see what 
has fascinated
 millions 
and held 
the world
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by 
Chris
 
McCrellis-Mitrhell
 
 
(Sung
 
to
 
the
 
tine
 
of
 
Robert
 
Pairner's
 
-Addicted
 
to 
Love.).
 
Jenny
 
Jones,
 
arid  
Monte!,
 
Sally
 
Jessy,
 
a
-Raphael,
 
Oprah
 
Winfrey,
 
or
 
Rick
 
Lake
 
Gerald°,
 
and
 
Richard
 
Bey,
 
Maury
 
Povich,
 
whoa
-oh,
 
The
 
Paget
 
Show,
 
Just
 
where,
 
will
 
these
 
shows
 
go?
 
Judge
 
For
 
Yourself
 
and
 
Donahue,
 
Susan
 
Powter.
 
and
 
Springer
 
too.
 
Whoa
-oh,
 
I 
like
 
to 
think
 
that
 
I'm 
immune
 
to 
this
 
stuff
 
oh
 
yeah.
 
Closer
 
to 
the
 
truth,
 
you
 
know
 
I 
can't
 
watch
 
enough.
 
You
 
know
 
I'm
 
going
 
to
 
hove
 
to
 
face
 
it 
I'm
 
addicted
 
to
 
fluff  
Not
 
only
 
am
 
I 
a 
disc
 
junkie,
 
but
 
I 
have
 
been
 
accused
 
of
 
being
 
a 
talk
 
show
 
junkie
 
as
 
well.
 
I 
have
 
sat
 
through
 
countless
 
hours
 
of
 
"Mothers
 
whose
 
daughters
 
are
 
dating
 
ex
-merchant
 
Marines
 
who
 
like
 
to
 
dress
 
like
 
women"
 
or
 
"How
 
I 
was
 
abducted
 
by
 
aliens
 
and
 
made
 
into
 
their
 
sex
 
slave."
 
Basically
 
a 
bunch
 
of
 
crap.
 
Once
 
in 
a 
while
 
there
 
are  
some
 
gems.
 
I 
love
 
the
 
family
 
reunions,
 
or
 
the
 
positive
 
stories
 
of
 
people
 
overcoming
 
abuse
 
of
 
any
 
kind.
 
But
 
those
 
seem
 
to
 
be
 
few
 
and
 
far
 
between
 
nowadays.
 
Everything
 
seems
 
to
 
be
 
negative
 
negative,
 
nega-
tive.
 
Even
 
when
 
the
 
shows
 
are
 
trying
 
to
 
do
 
some-
thing
 
positive,
 
they
 
don't
 
do
 
it
 
right
 
The
 
problem
 
too
 
often
 
is 
they
 
are
 
attempting
 
to
 
teach
 
a 
lesson
 
of,
 
"This
 
is 
Bad,"
 
but
 
it
 
comes
 
out
 
more
 
like,
 
"If  
they
 
can
 
do
 
it 
so 
can
 
you."
 
Instead
 
of
 
showing
 
a 
young
 
pregnant
 
teen
 
and
 
telling
 
you
 
that
 
what
 
she
 
did
 
was
 
wrong,
 
they
 
show
 
how
 
she
 
has
 
survived
 
through
 
all  
the
 
problems.
 
it 
sends
 
a 
message
 
that
 
despite
 
all  
the
 
problems
 
it 
can
 
41 
,vor
 
prK.,t,,
 
by 
Jeff  
Chiu
 
In 
the  
beginning,
 God
 
created
 
Donahue
 
Then  
God 
created
 
Opre.h,
 
then
 
Geraldo.
 
then 
Springer,
 then 
Sally.
 
then
 
Mantel,
 then
 
Paget  
When
 will 
He 
rest',  
i\ilirr-r-)
 
1995
 
tube
 
goob
 
be 
done,
 
and  
not 
that 
it is 
morally
 
wrong  
or 
a 
socially  
irresponsible
 
action.
 
The 
same
 
thing
 
happens
 
with  
shows
 
about
 
cheating
 
on 
your
 
lover  
or 
spouse.
 
More  
often
 
than  
not,
 
when
 
it 
is 
revealed
 
that
 a 
guy has
 
cheated
 
on 
his
 
partner,
 the 
girlfriend
 
will  
turn
 
and
 
say  she
 did 
it 
too.
 
This
 
will  
send  
the 
crowd  
into
 a 
frenzy.
 
Hey,
 
wait  
a 
minute.
 
When
 
did 
teen-age
 
preg-
nancy
 
and  
adultery
 
become
 
applauded
 
behavior
 
in 
America?
 
The  
shows
 
try 
to 
have
 
an
 
expert
 
on 
at 
the 
end
 
to  
wrap
 
things
 
up 
and 
explain
 
why  
these
 
people
 
are 
so 
screwed
 
up,
 but 
it 
ends
 
up
 a 
case
 
of 
too 
little,
 
too
 
late.
 
They
 
(the
 
experts)
 
are 
usually
 
given  
five
 
to 
10 
minutes,
 
but
 
by
 the
 
time
 
they
 
are 
on,  
the
 
audience
 
has
 
had  
50
 
minutes
 
(counting
 
the
 
constant
 
barrage
 
of 
commercials)
 
to 
get 
all
 
pumped
 up 
with
 the
 
slinging
 
of 
insults.
 
Sometimes
 
I 
wonder
 if 
I'm 
not
 
watching
 
a 
daytime
 
version
 
of
 
HBO's
 
"Snaps."
 
When
 
the  
"expert"
 
comes
 
on,
 
they  
have  
time
 
for 
one
 
line  
of 
analysis
 
per
 
person.
 
Generally
 
the
 
guest,
 
who
 
has  
been
 
ripped
 
on
 
by 
the
 
crowd
 
and
 
their
 
family
 
or
 
ex
-friends,
 
doesn't
 
want
 
to
 
hear
 
advice
 
from
 
a 
stuffy
 
psychologist
 
telling
 
them
 
"Your
 
life 
stinks.
 
You  
need
 
help.  
You're
 
a 
boo
-serf"
 
I've
 
never
 
really
 
learned
 
anything
 
from
 
a 
talk
 
show,
 
except
 
maybe
 
an
 
insult
 
or 
two.
 
But
 I 
enjoy
 
watching
 
them.  
Perhaps
 
it 
is 
because
 I 
get 
to 
see  
how  
much
 
better
 
my
 
life
 
is 
compared
 
to 
a 
lot
 
of
 
others.
 
Or 
maybe
 
it's
 
because
 
I 
like
 
to
 
show
 
my
 
mother
 
that
 
I'm 
not  
the
 
only
 
one
 
who
 
puts
 
the
 
blame
 
on
 
everyone
 
else,
 
but  
myself
 
Closer
 to 
the
 
truth,
 
I'm 
addicted
 
to 
them.
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It's hard not to lis-
ten to Jill Sohule 
when she 
tells  you 
she's
 kissed a girl. 
 
She tells a capti-
vating story with 
her girl
-likes -girl 
tune, 
"I
 Kissed a 
Girl," a sure -bet 
radio release due 
March 14 on 
Atlantic Records. 
It's the kind of 
story into which 
Howard Stern 
could  really sink 
his prurient teeth. 
Once
 you get 
beyond 
ics novelty, 
however, this singer -songwriter sets the 
stage liir her talent. 
Sohule's selkitled second album is 
bound for 
glory,  with its splendid assort-
ment of melodic, imaginative 
narratives. 
Her voice is pure, milky and a bit baby
 
talkish.
 But I a C d 
she doesn't 
take the child -like quality of her voice to 
the Paula Alxhil/Cindy Lauper mode. 
You can tell Sobule refuses to hide 
behind cherubic babble: 
"Maybe I could 
jump off the Brooklyn 
Bridge/But I don't live 
in 
Brooklyn/And I don't know 
how to 
swim . . 
. I could find 
religion/go
 on 
some kind of 
mission/Feed the 
poor/and then I would go 
to heaven/if' 
I believed
 in heaven." 
What's equally 
impressive is Sobule's 
guitar playing. The 
notes  fly from her 
guitar,
 gripping the ears 
with  acoustic 
fervor. With the 
exception of 
"Everyone's a Good 
Person Inside," her 
guitar playing 
complements  her lyrics 
into near perfection.
 In the mesmeriz-
ing "Trains," Sobule is fantasy 
and  
rhythm personified; the 
song  is an 
appropriate finality to a 
fine album. 
Sobule will nestle nicely into 
the 
young alternative 
music scene. Despite a 
r e v 
e w 
voice strikingly similar to Suzanne 
Vega and Sheryl Crow, her style, 
originality 
and pure musical talent 
reaches 
beyond  the Top-I0 genre. 
In one of her lyric treasures, she 
tells the story of 
Margaret. the pop-
ular
 girl in Catholic junior 
high.  
who 
surrenders
 to the forces of 
Hollywood. 'Margaret back in 
junior high/Margaret all yellow 
curls ... Margaret developed 
first/We all 
thought  she had all the 
luck in the world." Margaret, of 
course, goes on to 
become
 a porno 
queen.
 This is a great story, a fun 
frolic into the 
past,
 where
 we ugly 
girls hoped the worst for 
those  
popular girls. 
Sobule's tunes arc 
perfect 
lot
 
that evening at 
home
 with a room-
mate or friend. As the unidentified 
man says on Sohule's album,
 "She's 
gonna sing, you're gonna listen." 
et. 
e on 
are the first humorous band I've 
ever come across. They're a 
riot.
 The lyrics are 
so inane, a 
,!.'year. 
old could 
proba-
bly come up with 
something better. 
The first song 
on the CD, 
"Grim," should 
not be 
the first 
track a new 
per-
spective
 listener 
should hear. The song is not 
impressive,
 hut the title 
describes it 
perfectly.  It begins 
very mellow, and 
then suddenly 
you 
hear this screaming.
 It's 
jolting and very 
irritating.  The 
end  of the song sounds like 
the 
hand
 is just tuning
 up for a 
gig -
it sounds 
horrible. 
In the track.
 "Place Out 
There," the point of the 
song 
by Catherine
 Ippoliti   
isn't hard to grasp, but the lyrics need help.". . . 
They say that what was left of her could fit into a 
spoon.  . . The lyrics are so off-the-wall, you can't 
help
 hut laugh. It's not just the words, hut 
how  they "sing" the songs. 
They're more like talking, and yelling 
at some points, but not singing. 
The 
track  "Little Bastard" is pretty good. 
The music is fast -paced and 
upbeat. The lyrics are 
just there. It reminds me of 
the  Bobby McFerren 
song "Don't Worry, Be Happy." 
The music is definitely where
 this band is tal-
ented. The guitar, slide and 
pedal  steel played 
by John Erhardt is well 
done.  David Morrison 
plays drums, percussion and 
organ and helps 
keep the music upbeat. 
Randy  Cheek plays bass 
and back-up vocals, but you
 can't even hear 
him. The only one you can hear
 is vocalist and 
guitarist Chuck Cleaver, and
 his voice can use a little help. 
The 
track, "Ape Hanger" is probably
 the only song worth 
listening to on 
this CD. The music flows well and it 
is
 appeal-
ing to the ear. But, 
again,  the lyrics start and 
the whole song 
is 
ruined.
 
Maybe the whole 
point  of this CD was suppose
 to be 
humorous. If that's the 
case, then the Ass Ponys did a great 
job. If you want to smile and get 
a good laugh, then this is 
your 
band.  But, if I were you, I'd wait
 until the CD went on 
sale 
before  purchasing a 
copy.
 
etc. 
is wrenching.
 It's the  
kind of sound that 
will  send 
listeners into a crowd-surfing 
IT (ivy. 
l'rick sounds suspiciously 
like Nine Inch 
Nails.  There's 
a reason for this. Trent 
Reznor 
(Nine  Inch Nails) 
produced and engineered 
l'rick's self- titled debut 
by Linda Taaffe
 
recording. It is only the sec-
ond band to he  
signed on 
Reznor's
 label "Nothing."
 
Before Nine 
Inch Nails. 
Reznor
 played in 
a 
Cleveland
 band, "Lucky 
Pierre," with 
Prick's  creator 
Kevin 
McMahon.
 
McMahon's distorted
 vocals taunt 
listeners  through 
ten
 
techo-thrash
 tunes that alternate
 between melodic
 arrange-
ments and 
abrupt  
chest-shalcin',
 temple-poundin'
 drums, key-
board  schreeches 
and other computer
-generated sound
 effects. 
Though Prick 
sounds  dark, the 
one-man  band 
doesn't  take 
itself too 
seriously.
 McMahon
 shares his 
neurotic  and 
sarcastic  
views about
 sex, love 
and animals
 in songs 
like  
*Tough."
 He 
sings, "...
 I'm so tough 
.....m  so 
strong,
 get a shot
 of this arm 
...
 I'm 
competition  
for King
 Kong."
 
In 
"Communique"
 he belts out 
lyrics like Dr. 
Frankenfurter
 
in a 
"Rocky 
Horror  
Picture
 Show"-
 '90s 
version.  
Prick 
is
 a primal 
release  from 
the gut. If 
you liked 
the  unpol-
ished 
sound 
of
 early 
Nine  Inch 
Nails, 
you'll  like 
Prick.  
etc. 
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It's been
 enter-
taining  
and 
mysti-
fying  
visitors
 for 
over half 
a centu-
ry.
 
Here,  
tour
 
guides
 have 
told 
visitors
 of 
a 
strange 
force  that 
has 
counteracted
 
gravity,
 
pulling  
people
 in two
 dif-
ferent  
directions
 
at
 once. 
Seemingly
 level
 
surfaces  have 
made 
the same 
person 
appear  
taller  on one 
side 
and shorter
 on the other.
 Golf balls 
have
 rolled down
 apparently 
sloped  
surfaces,
 reversed 
direction
 and then
 rolled back 
up. 
"What's 
going on there? 
Bring me back a 
story," the editor 
demand-
ed. 
In
 the spirit of 
fearless  investigative
 journalism, 
an
 intrepid photog-
rapher -reporter 
team  
from
 the 
Spartan  Daily 
braved
 the perilous
 jour-
ney over 
Highway 17 to 
Santa Cruz to 
investigate  
reports
 of these and 
other strange 
phenomenon  that 
have occurred at 
'The Mystery 
Spot."
 
This  Santa Cruz 
institution,  located
 at 1953 Branciforte
 Drive in the 
Santa  Cruz 
Mountains,
 has been 
entertaining  and 
perplexing  visitors 
since first 
opening in 1940.
 Here, the power
 of suggestion, 
a variety of 
clever optical 
illusions,
 and the force
 of gravity itself 
combine  to con-
vince 
tourists  that there 
are forces that 
run contrary to 
gravity in this 
particular
 spot. 
It was a typically
 foggy day on 
the ocean side 
of
 the Santa Cruz 
Mountains. 
There  were seven 
cars
 in the parking lot 
when we arrived, 
and eucalyptus
 and redwood trees
 towered over 
us. A small concession
 
stand
 off to one side 
offered
 a variety of 
souvenirs,  from carved 
wooden 
salt-and
-pepper shakers to 
T-shirts, all emblazoned
 with the words 
'The 
Mystery
 Spot." After we paid
 our $4, we entered 
through the turnstile
 
and 
our  tour began. 
Our  companions on the 
tour were a married 
couple  originally from 
Taiwan
 now living in Southern
 California, a tourist
 from Singapore, and 
Mike Morrow, a 
mailman  from Omaha, 
Nebraska.
 Our grizzled guide 
for the 
tour WAS Bill 
Hopkins.
 
"'The Mystery 
Spot'  is a circle of ground 
about  a 150 feet in diame-
ter," 
Hopkins
 said, in the practiced tone 
of
 tour guides everywhere. He 
showed us a 
cement  block that was already 
supporting  a level, and told 
us one end of the block was 
inside
 the circle of ground named 'The 
Mystery Spot," and the other
 was outside. Anyone who stood on 
the 
block inside 
the  circle appeared to have shrunk 
by a few inches when 
compared to anyone inside the spot. This 
phenomenon was observable 
from all angles and affected even
 those on the blocks. 
Continuing his folksy 
monologue,  Hopkins said that once inside the 
circle, "Not only do you appear to be about that much 
shorter, but if 
you notice, you begin to lean just 
a little bit to the southwest, like you're 
IF 
PAVITY
 
 
1,1 Hill 1.4'e  
For four 
dollars,  visitors can strain 
their  ankles, lose 
complete 
equilibrium  and get a 
splitting
 headache 
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etc. 
Singapore resident 
Calvin  
Tsai  reacts to the gravitational illusions
 at 
the  
Mystery Spot 
in Santa 
Cruz. Tsai's friend William 
Lee, right,
 looks
 
on 
doing  now." 
After this 
brief  
demonstration,
 our 
tour
 
guide  led 
the  group up a 
steeply 
winding path 
to a bare 
cabin,
 leaning
 crazily against a 
pair  
of 
trees in the hillside.
 A board
 
leaned  
out  of one of the empty 
windows,
 
apparently 
at an upward 
angle.
 A 
test  with
 a golf ball seemed to 
contra-
dict the 
evidence  of the 
senses,  
as 
the  
ball
 
repeatedly
 
reversed  
its 
appal  - 
ently
 
downward
 
course  
and
 began 
climbing
 back up the
 board. 
Inside
 the cabin,
 one lost
 
all  sense of 
orientation.
 
Here,  nothing 
appeared
 to 
function  
the way it 
should.
 
As
 the 
group wandered
 
around
 
this cabin, we 
seemed  to 
lean
 close
 to a 
45
-degree
 angle away 
from 
the 
floor. 
Of
 
course,
 the 
cabin  is 
leaning  
at a sharp
 angle 
to an 
already  
steep 
hillside. But 
a 20 -pound
 
weight  
hanging
 
from
 a cord 
connected
 
o,
 
the 
cabin's
 ceiling 
proved  
more
 
difficult
 to 
push 
in one 
direction
 
than
 
continued
 next 
page  
amtinued  from page 4 
it 
was  in the other, 
lending  credence 
to the 
suggestion  that a 
force in addi-
tion
 to gravity is 
at work. 
"I do 
encourage  folks to 
try this," 
Hopkins said, 
"because this is 
one  of 
those places where 
feeling  is believ-
ing." 
When the cabin section 
of
 the 
tour was over, 
Hopkins led our 
group to another
 set of blocks, 
shown to be level, that again demon-
strated a more exaggerated variance 
of perceived height, 
depending  on 
which side someone stood. Shortly 
after that, Hopkins led us to the gate 
and our visit to "The Mystery Spot" 
was officially over. 
Our companions on the tour 
seemed to enjoy the 
experience  
quite a 
bit. 
William Lee, a native of Taiwan 
now living in Los Angeles, said, "I've 
got to go to a library and study a lit-
tle bit, and try to find
 out more. 
Then I will be back." 
His wife, Jane Lee, 
was also 
impressed by 
what she had seen. 
"I think this is amazing,
 very spe-
cial.  I will come back again," she 
said. 
Morrow, the 
mailman from 
Omaha,
 compared 
"The  Mystery 
Spot" to another place
 that displays 
similar
 perceptual 
phenomena. 
"I WAS in one 
in
 South  Dakota... 
Keystone,  it was 
called  'Cosmos' 
when I was 
real little. Same 
type  of 
thing, but this
 was a little bit better,"
 
Morrow said. 
Avie 
Gibb,  the woman
 who runs 
the concession,
 happily 
pointed  out 
the various
 merchandise
 and sou-
venirs 
for sale. But when
 asked about 
"The Mystery
 Spot," her 
expression 
soured. 
"I can't go 
up there," 
she said. 
Then she 
laughed. 
"Not
 if want 
to 
hang
 on to my 
breakfast."
 
etc. 
Tour
 guide 
Bill 
Hopkins,  
who
 has 
been
 
working
 at the
 Mystery
 Spot 
since  the 
early  
'80s,
 
suspects
 
that
 a 
meteor  
struck  
the site 
several
 hundred 
years  ago, 
causing
 the
 
apparent
 
magnetic  oddities. 
EatikumBiez
 
their 
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A 
new  techno-blues sound
 has hit the music 
field
 in the form of 
Timbuk3's
 new album, "A 
Hundred
 Lovers." The new 
twist  of DAT-
synched-to-analog  technology is innovative, 
but it still lacks the flavor their 
lyrics once had. 
If you can 
remember back to the eighties. Timbuk3's
 husband and wife 
team of Pat MacDonald and 
Barbara  K started out as The Essentials. The 
har-
monizing duo, with interlocking
 guitars and notorious for including 
a boom 
box as a member of the
 band, hit the scene with a Top 20 
hit  with "The 
Future's So Bright, 1 Gotta
 Wear Shades." Grammy and MTV Award 
nomina-
tions
 came out of their sporadic success. 
Unlike their previous hits, 
"A Hundred Lovers" has put away the 
boom 
box and now 
relies  on professional home studio projects. 
"A Hundred Lovers,"
 reveals itself 
through the ironic illusions of love and 
romance. The album is a parody of love and 
life 
in
 America. 
The  opening lines of 'lust Wanna Funk 
With Your Mind" 
shows
 the 
cynical way that 
Timbuk3 has 
approached
 their new album. 
"I don't wanna dance and 
strip.  
or make your backbone slip. 
I don't 
wanna  bump and grind, 
I 
just  wanna funk with your mind." 
Not all of the songs 
play  with such frivo-
lous topics. Some tracks of this album 
have real 
messages behind
 them. "Prey," "Shotgun 
Wedding" and "Kitchen
 Fire" address the part 
religion plays in the moral perspectives of our 
society, how 
it imposes upon our lifestyles and 
how it ignores violent and abusive relation-
ships.  
"A
 
I lundred Lovers" has a great back-
ground beat to accompany all of the tracks of 
the album. I got lost in the technology incorpo-
rated into the music. 
The rhythm section consists of  bassist 
Courtney Audain, drummer Wally Ingram. An 
occasional harmonica solo by MacDonald floats 
in and
 out, too. 
All in all, the quality of the band's musi-
cal performance is excellent. On the other
 
hand, the
 lyrics lack originality. 
I liked the beat and nutst of the 
lyrics,  
but I got 
tired  of the 
rhyming repetition that 
whines on and
 on throughout the tracks. Out 
of 
the  ten 
tracks on the
 CD, I could only 
choose one song that I would care to listen to 
again. 
After listening to the
 CD three times I 
could no longer stand
 it. I had to pull the plug. 
Five 
previous  
albums have been 
released from Timbuk3, "Greetings from 
Timbuk3" (1986), "Eden Alley" (1988), "Edge 
of Allegiance"
 
(1989),  "Big 
Shot  
in 
the 
Dark' 
(1991) and "Espace Ornano" recorded live in 
Europe  last year. 
"A Hundred Lovers" hit 
the stores on 
Feb. 14. I'd think twice about spending any 
hard earned 
money on 
it if I 
were 
you.
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RIGHT: Talk show
 
host Paget 
Brewster 
stands among the stu-
dio audience during a 
taping of
 The
 
Paget 
Show." The topic of the 
show: "Teen Gender -
Benders." 
The show, 
which airs 
at 1:30 a.m. 
on KPIX 
channel
 5, is 
taped 
on
 Fridays and 
Saturdays at the sta-
tion's  studio in 
San
 
Francisco.  
BELOW: Paget con-
soles gender
-bending 
twins "Lisa," back-
ground, and "Joey," 
center,
 while their
 
mother looks on. 
"Lisa" 
and "Joey" are frater-
nal twins who have
 
switched 
genders. 
BELOW  RIGHT: 
When fewer than a 
dozen people showed 
up for the 
taping
 of the 
episode 
'When  Weight 
Gain Ruins 
Your  
Relationship," several 
members 
of the 
show's staff went out 
and enlisted people on 
the street to fill the rest 
of 
the seats. 
2. 
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Spunky
 
rewster  
An emerging
 figure in Bay
 Area late -
night television,
 Paget Brewster
 speaks 
about
 
The  Paget Show,' topless 
bartending
 and a girl 
named  Ricki. 
uu Roger
 R. Ramirez 
photos
 II 
Jeff
 Chko 
Amid
 All the late night infomercials, reruns 
And old movies comes a high-energy local 
talk show, hosted by a brash 25-year -old woman.
 
Paget Brewster, host of Channel 5's "The Paget 
Show," attributes the show's "fresh look, attitude 
and viewpoints" to herself. 
"I'm like the everyday person, I was bartending 
when they signed me to do this (the 
show),  so its 
just going to be different by the fact I'm not
 a T.V. 
person," Brewster said. 
When asked how different
 she is compared to 
Ricki
 Lake, 
Brewster  
said,
 "She's an 
at
 n,ss. 
she comes from 
an 
actress 
background.  
"We do the same 
job, but 
we do it dif-
ferently
 
in that I've 
been allowed
 to ask 
whatever 
I want...so 
I'm asking questions a 
normal person would 
ask." Brewster said. 
"Ricki Lake is sepa-
rated from the public. 
She's very 
famous. 
She can't really
 go to 
certain places, ...she's 
been in 
Hollywood  since she's been IN 
while  I've 
been waitressing
 in dive bars. I think I'm a 
little  bit 
closer to 
what  everyone wants to know and where 
we're
 all coming from.
 
"I used
 to produce talk shows 
in New York -the 
Joan Rivers show, the 
Donahue
 show-hut working 
with Paget is like a breath 
of
 fresh air," said Donna 
Wright 
Somerville, executive 
producer
 for The 
Paget
 
Show.  
"She
 has incredible 
high-energy,
 she's willing to 
do Anything... it's 
fun to see her develop
 on the 
air," 
Somerville said. 
46 
I've seen it all. transves-
tites, S&M 
midgets...that's  
the jaded part of 
me.  
I've 
seen 
it
 all; 
I've  
seen too much. 
Considering
 
herself laded," 
Brewster  claimcd 
to have seen it 
all.  From her 
conservatise  
home in Concord,
 Mass., to the 
outlandish
 night 
life 
of New York City,
 Brewster traveled 
the nation 
and ended up bat 
tending  in San hancisco's 
Tenderloin district. 
She went to New York to attend art school but 
dropped out and ended 
up doing a variety of work. 
Brewster held many jobs while on her trek to "experi-
ence anything and everything." She was a 
rock 
singer, waitress and office temp but has seen the 
most during her time spent in the late night world of 
clubs.  
In Manhattan she bartended and waitressed 
at 
places like the Palladium, Limelight, Marquee, 
Pyramid, Sidewalk 
and Benny's. 
"I bartended at a 
topless bar once, with 
my clothes on. I wore 
a wig, 
had a fake 
name and just wanted 
W see what it was 
like," Brewster said. 
Below her shortly 
cut 
straight  coal-black 
hair, her dark eyes 
darted around the 
area. She smiled and 
then crumpled her 
forehead.  
"I've seen it all, 
transvestites, S&M midgets..,  that's the jaded part of 
me, I've seen it all. 
I've seen too much," Brewster 
said. 
Brewster's experiem cs 
in San Francisco have 
come close to those in Nets Thrk she said.
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ABOVE:  Brewster sits 
with her makeup and hair 
stylist Eddie Ortiz, 
fore-
ground,
 before Saturday's 
taping.
 Brewster's 
wardrobe manager Gentry 
Lane, right, stops in to 
chat 
RIGHT: Utilities man Eric 
Limcaoco,
 left, Technical 
Director Michael Smith. 
center,
 and Cameraman 
Rico 
Corona loosen up 
Brewster
 before 
the  
first
 of 
three  shows taped on 
Saturday. 
8 
2. 
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When
 
asked  about 
the average
 taping 
sess
 ,,,,, 
Brewster  
went 
into
 a long 
description  
of
 one hour 
make-up 
ses-
sions  and two 
grueling days
 of hot lights 
and long 
hours  at the 
KP1X 
studios  in 
downtown  San 
Francisco. 
it's an extremely
 hard job, 
you  have to 
think  of a lot 
of 
stuff and
 you have to 
stay on top 
of
 everything," 
Brewster said.
 
But there arc
 times she 
has  a tough 
time
 doing just 
that. 
"The one thing
 that is 
sometimes
 hard is 
she's  (Brewster) 
worried  about 
everybody  ar 
d her, and 
when  you're 
doing  
a 
talk
 show you 
just  gotta 
focus
 on what 
you're  doing." 
Somerville said. 
Her 
taping
 days start on 
Fridays at 8 a.m. 
an
 last until mid-
night. 
On
 Saturdays they 
start  at 8 a.m. again 
and then go to 
7:30 
to 8 p.m. 
"Average  tape 
days  are crazy. that's
 the cool part about
 it," 
Brewster
 said. 
A !though 
Brewster
 fits the Generation X 
stereotype and the 
show seeks 
to
 target 18-34 year -olds,
 she doesn't want to 
be deemed 
as the spokeswoman 
for Generation X. 
"If you 
ever
 hear me say that I'm 
speaking  for my genera-
tion, you should just shoot me in the
 gut, because that's just 
gross," 
Brewster  said. 
"I met a woman 
who  was a writer, and she claimed 
to be 
the voice of Generation X. I 
almost  punched her in the gut. 
That's just 
so
 stupid that she would speak for 
me," she said. 
"The
 Paget Show, aspires to attract young 
adults  by focus-
ing on issues 
about  "life, love and relationships." she said. 
Whcn
 asked how her show intends to attract
 the San Jose 
State University audience she alluded 
to possible topics 
like dating, 
paying
 fees, student loans and the state of the edu-
cation system. 
"Education is getting the shaft right now. You shouldn't 
have 
to
 get screwed to get an education. That's just wrong. 
How are we supposed to compete with the rest of 
the  world if 
we can't even be educated?" Brewster said. 
Her experience with education  hasn't always been positive. 
She dropped out of Parson's 
School of Design in New York, 
much to the
 chagrin of her parents who are both teachers. 
"1 still regret 
that 1 didn't finish college but it wasn't right 
for me at the time. I want to go back to college at sonic point 
but not right now," Brewster said. 
"Not graduating
 from college, I've gone to parties and met 
people 
and they talk about things that I don't have enough of 
an education to talk about. It doesn't make me feel 
stupid but 
it makes me feel left out,"
 she said. 
Slated 
to go in national syndication for 
the stammer, 
Brewster admitted that right now the show is still in 
develop-
ment. 
e're the 'little engine that 
could'  show," Brewster said. 
"We're on late right now 
because I'm learning," 
she 
said. 
"I'm really lucky ... they're
 (the staff of the show) 
being  
really careful with me, and
 treating me like a baby 
and making 
sure that 1 know what's 
going on. Its a luxury. A lot 
of
 people 
can't do that," she 
said. 
"She's (Brewster)
 great to work 
with.  She brings to the
 
workplace
 the same high 
energy and friendliness
 as her TV 
persona,"  Anita Corona
 said. Corona is 
the show's audience
 
coordinator. 
Brewster lighted
 up when asked 
about having 
MSC  stu-
dents c  
 to her show. 
"It 
would be really
 really cool if 
you guys come
 down, and 
we'll send 
busses  with 
'Yoo  horns'  (a 
chocolate 
drink)," 
Brewster
 said. 
But 
that  may not be 
so easy. The 
late night slot 
seems to be 
past a lot of 
students  bedtimes.
 
1 
heard  about the
 show but 
its  on too late 
for me to 
watch,"  
said Cindy
 Berenstein,
 an SJSU 
public health
 graduate 
stu-
dent.  
"It's on 
so late, but
 the subject
 matter 
seems  
interesting.
 1 
work 
and go to 
school and 
1 don't think
 its worth 
the time," 
said  Felts 
lorenzana,  
a junior 
majoring  in 
human  
resources.  
Somerville
 said they 
are working
 on getting
 a more 
appeal-
ing time 
slot  to go 
with  Brewster's
 target 
audience. 
"I'd
 like her 
to be in a 
time slot 
that works
 for her 
. . . an 
early late 
night slot
 after 
Letterman,  
or
 late 
afternoon
 
around
 
4 p.m.
 would be 
best," 
Somerville  
said.  
"I'm real
 confident
 (that 
the
 
time 
slot will 
he
 
changed),
 it's 
happening
 a lot 
quicker 
than 
everyone  
expected  
and  that's
 
because  she's
 done such 
a great job." 
For  now, 
the late 
night slot
 will 
have
 to do.
 The 
show
 runs 
on 
KPIX
 
Channel
 5, 
Monday  
through  
Friday  from 
130 to 
2:30 
a.m. 
etc. 
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Nikolai is a 
romantic  but world-
weary music teacher 
in St. Petersburg, 
Russia. He has just
 moved into a room 
with a family of piano 
factory workers, 
headed by the joyfully vulgar Gorokhov.
 
Nicole is a Parisian 
taxidermist who lives a 
bohemian existence in 
her fashionably 
located Paris apartment. 
Nikolai brings his rowdy
 students 
to order by ripping into a lively folk 
melody on his piccolo, leading them, 
dancing and cartwheeling, out of the cor-
ridors and into class. Nicole stuffs the 
beloved pets of rich old ladies and enjoys 
evenings 
at home banging 
on
 an out-of -
tune
 piano. 
In reality, these people should never 
have met. But after discovering a magical 
window hidden in the closet in Nikolai's 
room opening to the rooftops of Paris, 
Nicole, Nikolai, Gorokhov
 and his family 
are thrown together, changing their 
lives  
forever.
 
Their first meeting is a near-riot. 
Nikolai (Serguei 
Dontsov)  and Gorokhov 
(Victor Michailov), utterly 
drunk,  have 
wandered 
through
 the window for the first 
time, and
 are still 
unaware
 they are
 now in 
Paris. Returning to the rooftops,
 they spy 
Nicole  (Agnes Soral) and her fashionably 
punk
 friends. Nikolai 
enters
 
through  the 
skylight
 and pulls out 
his piano
-tuning 
wrench,
 
which might as well 
be a 
pistol,  to 
perform
 
emergency 
repairs
 on 
the 
piano,  
and near 
mayhem ensues. 
It 
doesn't  
take Nikolai 
and  
Gorokhov's
 
family
 
long to figure out 
that
 the 
window
 
leads  
to Paris. The 
crafty 
Gorokhov
 and 
family
 
aggressively  
pursue  
the  
opportuni-
o 
Paris,  
with 
love
 
 by OM 
Waldorf 
 
ties for 
duty  free exchange
 that this per-
mits  them. They 
flood the streets
 of Paris 
with Russian
 trinkets and lift 
everything  
they can grab in 
Paris, dragging 
it
 back up 
the roof to 
the  window into 
their apart-
ment in St. Petersburg. 
Nicole rebels 
against the interlopers, who she mistaken-
ly assumes to be a family of 
immigrants, 
and tries to deny 
them  access to her roof 
as a comic war of wills develops. 
Russian Director Yuri 
Mamin's  fourth 
film, "Window
 To Paris" continues
 to 
explore he vein of 
comedic
 fantasy that 
began with 
his  first film, 1988's "The 
Fountain." Mamin's 
principle
 concern is 
the humanity of his 
characters,
 which 
supersedes ideologies or economic sys-
tems, 
whether
 pre- or post -perestroika. 
The film doesn't 
paint  a pretty pic-
ture of St. Petersburg. Its first image is the 
cobblestone streets, strewn with garbage 
and covered with sludge. Paris gets off well 
by comparison, which we see through the 
eyes of the poverty-enmeshed Russians, 
and the city of light shines brightly 
through the misty Seine. The 
dialogue is 
in Russian and 
French,  with English subti-
tles.
 
Magical, charming,
 romantic, humor-
ous, at times farcical,
 this film could not
 
have 
been  made in 
Hollywood.
 "Window 
To Paris" is a 
film of gentle romantic
 
charm. 
It will unfnrtunately be lost
 on 
most American 
audiences  accustomed to 
more simple 
burlesques
 involving violent 
retribution and 
peppered  with large gas 
explosions.
 It is, 
however,
 a great date 
movie.  "Window to 
Paris"  opens March 3 
at the 
Camera 
Cinemas.
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'Once  Were 
Warriors'
 gives 
good reason
 to buy 
stock
 in 
Kleenex
 
 by 
Jennifer  Bixler 
 
* 
[ out 
of
 four 
"Once Were Warriors" is a pas-
sionate and 
painful  story of a 
con-
tempoi.trv
 Maori 
family,
 the 
inchgemms
 
people of New 
fealand t in an urban
 city in 
New
 Zealand. 
The film is 
emotional.  I felt 
like  I'd 
been taken 
through
 ,he wringer. Be 
pre-
pai
 
iii 
fit
 UpS and downs of an atm-
sm
 
it lationship. Be ready 
for anything. 
And 
don't  Iiirget your tissues.
 
The Maori 
family  is 
surrounded
 by a 
loving 
mother. 
Beth
 11th,, who
 is por-
trayed by 
Rena  
Owen.  )v,en t 
ctentiv
 
received a 
best
 actress award at the 
Montreal Film 
Festival  for her role. 
Beth is a mother
 of five who, after 18 
years of marriage, 
still loves her hus-
band. Jake 
(played by Temuera 
Morrison), 
unconditionally.  
But this 
marriage is not as 
blissful  as it 
seems. Jake spends much
 of his time in the pub 
drinking.
 If Beth dares to cross 
his path after he has 
been drinking, she 
pays for it through violent
 abuse. 
Jake, who in many ways
 denies his Maori heritage, 
is a hard
-fisted
 man with an explosive 
sexual  energy. 
It's  obvious why Beth finds him irresistible. 
All 
and  all, Beth is a survivor. It will take more 
than bruises from Jake
 to crush her vigorous spirit. 
Throughout this abusive 
relationship,  Beth still finds 
a way to love her
 husband. However, every day it's 
becoming harder than the next to 
withstand the 
abuse. 
The violence in the household 
not  only interferes 
with their 
marriage,
 but also starts to pull 
the family 
from its 
hinges. Their son Nig, played by Julian 
Arahanga,
 has already been sent 
to a home for 
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delimpicnt boys because of his gang involvement. Their 
dangl ter Grace, played by Mamaengaroa Kerr-Bell, has yet 
to have been touched by the violent hand of her father. 
Although it feels like Jake will strike her at any moment, 
he
 
never 
does.  
Grace is the most vulnerable family member. Beth 
clings to Grace in hopes that there
 is still a chance for a 
brighter future ahead. 
As things worsen in the household,
 Beth reverts back to 
her Maori roots in 
hopes to provide new possibilities for 
the family. 
Adding to the credibility and realism 
of the film is the 
fact 
that the actors and 
actresses  
involved
 were of Maori heritage. 
"Warriors," 
director Lee 
Tamahori's
 
debut film, is 
having  more success than 
the highest 
grossing  films in 
New  
Zealand
 history, surpassing 'The
 Piano" 
and 
"Jurassic Park."
 
"Once Were 
Warriors"  is based on 
the book by 
Alan  Duff, a best-selling 
novel in New Zealand. 
Although this is a foreign film about 
a little known culture, the movie deals 
with many of the contemporary issues 
that are touching our lives. "Once Were 
Warriors" is a wonderfully crafted film 
and worth seeing. 
etc. 
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GET READ}'  GET SET, 
*SAVE!*
 
 TWA Youth Travel Pak 
For Students Ages 18-24 
 One
 Booklet with 5 coupons 
for U.S. and Europe Savings 
 

$548
 
per Booklet 
UCHIDA
 
TRAVEL
 
L A ITU- SERVICE AGENCY 
198 Jackson St. 
San Jose, CA 95112
 
M -F 8:30 am to 5:00 pm 
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reader
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by
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Larry  
Strauss (Avon.
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step  toward protectIng 
yOursell 
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1  
Toons-The 
Gents, 9 30 
Palookaville-Youth
 Symphony. 
(458-2313)  
Saratoga Civic 
Theatre -Gilbert
 & Sullivan 
Society
 of San Jose, 2 and 8. 
Intoto, Palo 
Alto-Fua Dia Congo, 8. 
The 
Great American Music 
HaII-Maceo Parker 8 
&It  
Villa 
MonteIvo,
 Saratoga -Lyn 
Simmons,  artist exhibition. 
(741-3421) 
Concert  Hall, SJSU-A 
Day  of Percussion and 
Alumni Percussion 
Ensemble, 9 a.m.-3. 
Pacific
 Cultural Center, 
S.C.-"Alive  at the Edge", dance,
 8. 
San 
Jose
 Center for the 
Performing  Arts -San Jose 
Symphony. 8:30. 
Foothill College -Winter
 Swell, live
 
surf bands, 1-4.
 
Peninsula Center 
Stage,  Redwood City -Joseph
 and The Amazing 
TeChicolor  
Dreamcoat, 8, through 
Mar. 19. (415-363-8581)
 
Cactus Club-NuVue 95 
Showcase Finals. (986-0866) 
Ajax Lounge-The 
Timmie  Hefla Converse AllStar
 Big Band, 9. 
lenn, 
Toons-Idle  Hands,
 9:30. 
The Catalyst
-Jr. Walker & The All 
Stars.
 9:30. 
Palookaville-Maceo 
Parker. (458-2313) 
San Jose Museum of Art -Darrel Stanley, guitarist and friends. 3-5. 
The Great American Music
 Hall -Spectrum, others, 9. 
DNA Lounge -Sweaty Nipples, 9. 
Concert Hall, SJSU-Symphony,
 3. 
The Edge-Cinderella. (415 -324 -EDGE) 
Ajax Lounge -Royal
 Crown Revue,9. 
Toons-Stoney Cats, 9:30. 
The 
Catalyst -Roger McGuinn, 8. 
Kuumbwa Jazz Center, Santa Cruz-J.J. Johnson Quartet, 7:30 & 9:30. 
The Catalyst, Atrium 
Room
-X -Humans. (423-1336) 
Cactus Club
-Spell.  (986-0866) 
Ajax Lounge -The Groove 
Shop,9.  
Toons-Uncle Melvin. 9:30. 
de Saisset
 Museum. 
Santa  
Clara -Art & 
Flowers  
Committee,  10 a.m.-12. 
The Great American
 Music Hall -Michael
 McClure & Ray 
Manzarek,  8. 
Event Center -Toad
 the 
Wet Sprocket, 
Hootie  & The Blowfish.
 
(924-6390)  
DNA Lounge
-Congo Norval! and Tirnco, 
9. 
Palookaville-Tuck  & Patti. (458-2313) 
The 
Catalyst,
 Atrium 
Room-Stringbeans. (422-1336) 
Ajax 
Lounge-King
 Pleasure and The Biscuit 
Boys, 9. 
Toons-The  
Gents,  
930
 
Flint
 Center,
 
Cupertino
-San 
Francisc0
 
Symphony,
 8. 
de Saisset
 Museum
-Docent 
Council  
meeting,
 9:30-11a.m.
 
San 
Jose 
Museum
 
of 
Art -Family Sunday, Exploring 
Natural  
Forint
 
ilan1-3.
 
The Great
 American 
Music Hall
-Ann Dyer 
& No Good 
Time 
Fairiee,a,
 
DNA  
Big 
Soul,
 9. 
Hawaiian 
Festival.
 (458-2313)
 
Edge -M 
others 
(415 -324 -EDGE)
 
Cactus
 
Club
-Sick  e 
it
 
All.  (986-0866) 
Ajax 
Lounge
-Dandy
 
Warhol,  
Sugar Boom, 
Swoon,  9. 
sPrifilg
 f 
ershowers
 forecasted
 
wear 
your 
r 
tibber
 S 
Au 
lanes P.M unless otherwise  
stated
 
looms -Mood
 Ring, 
9 30. 
Cactus
 Club
-The 
Basement.
 (9 
 
Ajax Lounge
-Congo
 
Square.
 
(296=2529)
 
The
 
Edge,  
Palo
 
Alto-Skankin
 
Made.
 (415
-324
-EDGE)
 
The 
Catalyst,  
Santa  
Cruz-SuperSauce,
 
God  Lives Underwater. 
others,
 9 
The 
Great 
American
 
Music  
Heil,
 
SF.
-Leftover
 
Salmon,
 8. 
DNA
 Lounge, 
S.F.-Pushing  
theNorton,
 benefit 
featuring
 many bands, 9. 
 Paitalicaville, Santa 
Cruz-NRBO.
 
(458-2313)
 
_Alt 
A 
Clean  Well -Lighted
 
Place  
for
 
Books,  
Cupertino -Richard 
Leider, writer, 
7:30. 
....r 
Public 
meeting  
ffice 
of
 Cultural 
Affairs,
 Public 
presentation  of final
 public art 
proposal.  
(277-2808)
 
Cable 
Car  Theatre
-Quiz 
Bang -gay 
friendly 
trivia  show,
 through
 Mar. 4 
and 
then
 every 
Mon.  
night.
 8 
Toons-Mood
 Ring, 9:30. 
Thu 
Catalyst-R.S.T
 
.9:30
 
The 
Opry 
House,  
San Jose -Stupid is 
as Stupid Does or Only 
You, 
Dick Tickle, 
Only You, 8. (268-2492) 
PaloolcavIlle,
 Santa 
Cruz-  oilstone.
 
(458-2313)
 
Saratoga
 Civic
 
Theatre-Gilbert 
& Sullivan 
Society  of San 
Jose, 2 and 
8. 
Kuumbwa
 Jazz 
Center-Dman
 
Matheny  & The Soma
 Ensemble feat. Rob 
Scheps,
 8. 
Towne 
3-Diabloque
 also The 
Wages of War, 
start. 
The Great 
American
 
Music  Hall -Leftover 
Salmon,
 8. 
DNA 
Lounge -Boogie 
Knights,  9. 
UCSC-"Alive at the
 Edge", 
dance.
 8. 
San Jose 
Center  for the 
Performing  Arts
-San Jose 
Symphony,  8:30. 
A Clean Well
-Lighted  Place for
 Book:), 
Cupertino
-Mark 
Ibanez,
 sportswriter,
 7:30. 
Mountain view 
Center for the 
Performing 
Arts
-"Let them Eat
 Books", 
stroytelling,
 7. 
The 
Edge
-Frank Black. 
(415 -324 -EDGE) 
Cactus 
Club-NuVue  95 
Showcase  Finals. 
(986-0866)  
Ajax 
Lounge
-Ann
 
Dyer,  
NO
 Good
 
Time Fairies
 9. 
etc. 
3 
q1(
 Welcome back to T.J.'s! 
The best of New Mexico 
and California 
Open until 3 a.m. 
Thursday,
 
Friday and Saturday 
T.J.'s
 
Mexican  Food 
71 E. San Fernando St. 
Between 2nd and 3rd Sts. 
Phone:
 298-5030 
$1.00 Off with this 
coupon, on orders of 
$6.95
 or more , 
Expires 
3/15/95
 11 
Live the life of a pampered student! 
('urtner Gardens has 
studio  apartments lOr you, 
beginning at $535! 
Minutc.:
 trots 
S.ISI  
and next to I iglu 
Rail 
At 
 
Full!.
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75 DRAFT 
BEER 
ALWAYS!
 
12 OZ. 
BEERS!  
0 ,otASL 
6PM TO 
MIDNIGHT 
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cigS<L-)47, 
0 \NI) iso 
PV. 
OPEN UNTIL 3AM 
TH U., FR I., & SAT. 
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OF GENE  
N 
M 16 1JT  
0 PLAY" 
Standing  alone in 
shallow tight field
 on a 
vacant 
baseball 
diamond,
 I had a 
vision  of the 
future of America. 
It was an unusually 
warm Saturday after-
noon
 I II February and not one 
child  Was out-
side ',laving 
baseball,
 soccer or even basketball
 
a, lii 
Is
 al park.
 A small group of adults 
played  tennis on a few courts 
nearby,  but 
where were all the kids?
 
I'll 
tell
 you where a lot of 
them were. They 
were 
sitting  in front of a 
television set with 
a 
controller  in their 
hands  indulging in a 
little 
Sega or Super
 Nin«ndo. 
Instead
 of shooting 
jump
-shots
 or playing 
catch,  modern 
young-
sters prefer to 
collect rings with 
Sonic the 
Hedgehog 
or feed magic 
mushrooms  to 
Mario. 
Worse yet,
 these kids' parents
 are either A) 
playing 
with  them, B) 
coaching
 them, or C) 
employing these video games as 
baby
 sitters. 
And everyone 
wonders  why today's youth are 
so out of shape and
 socially inept. If people are 
worried  about the direction
 and identity of the 
so-called Generation 
Xers
 now, wait until these 
little vidiots come 
of age. 
Don't 
get me wrong. I've strained the  ten-
dons 
in my wrists laying 
Nintendo,
 
 bv Larry Barrel/  
game gripped American
 culture like the Pet 
Rock (lid a 
generation  before. Everybody 
had Piing and played it until their fingers 
bled. UnfOrtunately. this sick 
addiction
 per-
meated our gene 
pool, rendering today's
 
children powerless
 against the influence of 
the 
54-bit Gods. 
Instead 
of trying tg. 
throw a fastbail
 like Nolan 
Ryan, the ng.w
 video pio-
neers can BE Nolan 
Ryan. Of course Niilan Ryan didn't 
have a beer belly when he 
was 10 years 01(1. 
Why read a science
 fiction novel when
 
you can 
navigate  a spaceship through aster-
oids and fire lasers? Too bad
 this thinking 
doesn't apply to 
children  who enjoy mili-
tary -action video 
games.
 Those kids really 
do end up in the Armed 
Forces  and, even-
tually, serve on 
police  departments. 
As if it weren't bad enough, along comes 
SegaChannel. This new premium cable 
channel  will bring exciting video games 
directly to 
your  home. SegaChannel 
people
 
say  this new "service" will allow 
players  to sample new games, 
join video game clubs and give 
feedback to its producers. Now 
overweight social morons 
won't even have to leave 
their 
bedrooms to 
"experience" life. 
So there I 
was
 on  a 
beauti-
ful baseball field that the city 
built and 
no
 one came. I pic-
tured thousands of kids locked 
away in their homes, each play-
ing alone yet all playing 
together.
 Maybe someday 
they'll realize that all the 
"lives" they lost playing 
video  
games  can't replace the life 
they've already
 lost. 
etc. 
John
 Mad 
aen
 football
 game inter-
rupage
 les a 
tesi by p clumsy
 house cat. 
se
 r 
The 
 t pnce 
one us pay to 
the 
best.  
The games are fun. When I 
need an ego boost, I  
drag my roommate Jae 
into  my den and promptly 
beat his ass at video hockey. 
But when my friends 
and I were 
younger,  we played outside all 
the
 time. 
Our 
Big  Wheels resembled film reels 
after
 a few 
weeks  and our parents would 
actually
 participate in 
our games. But a single 
invention changed the 
course of humanity. It was called Peng. 
Does anyone
 remember Pong, the world's first 
video game?
 It was basically two 
bars
 and a blip of 
light. Crude, boring
 and redundant. this single 
I was re( ently  ititi t to lead the 
words iii last 
weeks "Grin & Barrett." 
Asa person who has 
worked with you and known
 you for a little more 
than a year, I 
had hoped that you had a better 
understanding of the struggle of minorities to 
find a place 
in the working world. But I now feel 
that your words were more feelings on the racial 
side' toward African -Americans. and I wonder if 
your friendship with me was actually genuine. 
During the whole article you made it seem as if 
blacks were the only one's who benefit from affir-
mative action. Furthermore,
 you
 
anpared  the 
NAACP and the Black Student Union to the Ku 
Klux Klan :ind the Nazi's. Since when did these 
organizations preach hate and kill. Also, you use 
Chat les 11.111:ley as a reputable! African-
 American 
pet ...mu, qui, ic about fairness in the working 
world. I /am 
11
 
i .arry, can't you come up with a bet-
ter analogs than that to make a nonsense point. 
You 
its,,
 believe that affirmative action is a 
thing of the past. It needs to be a mainstay in the 
future since it hasn't helped in the 
make-believe  
ways  you 
see.
 
To give you an example. let's look into the 
12 
2. 
s\i-J7-Jrc.ri 
field of sports Wri wig, hopefully my future. And 
since you love dwelling on African -Americans,
 I'll 
give you statistics on the great strides it (affirma-
tive action) has made in 
athletics  for my people. 
*The San Jose 
Mercury
 News has zero full-time 
African -American sports writers, despite the 
numerous black athletes they write about. 
*In 1991, only 5.47 percent of all 
athleti,
 
administrative 
positions
 were held by blacks. 
Currently  there
 are only four black athletic dire, - 
tors in Division I -A 
(excluding  the predominantly 
black universities). 
*There arc only four black 
managers in Major 
League Baseball, 
and only three black head 
coaches in Division 1-A football, although a huge 
percentage of their athletes are black. 
*SJSU hasn't had a black head coach since Bill 
Kerry in 
'88-'89.  
Affirmative action has really put us in the front 
offices
 hasn't it Larry. And all I have touched on 
is the 
field of sports. 
Hopefully I have shed some light upon you. 
but I doubt it since you probably voted for Prop. 
187 too. May God bless you in a major way. 
Marc/ Vain, 
senior,
 journalism 
etc. 
It's A 
Pabst 
Blue 
Ribbon
 
Special
 
For 
Only  
2504  
69 N. San
 Pedro St. 
San Jose, 
CA
 95110 
(408)287-6969
 
Every
 
Thursday
 
through
 
March  
9-11
 
pm
 
"Boy,
 the 
IRS  is 
always  
inq 
you when you 
least
 expect
 it, 
take
 VITA 
for 
example."
 
group  of local 
volunteers
 that aut tagpaye, 
in filling Oct 
at schools,
 htwaries and 
malls  front January 
1.11 April. They 
assu,  
that 
the  Ile5 
can  help [...payers. even 
when
 
they're
 least
 eventing
 it. 
Yee, 
helping. Why, what old you 
think we meant? 
Internal
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Live 
80's  & 90's Rock 
Every Night 
Thu 3/2 Mood
 Rin 
Fri 3/3 Mood 
Ring 
Sat
 3/4 The 
Gents  
Sun 
3/5  
Idle
 
Hands  
50 
CENT  BEER 
Sunday  through Thursday 8 till 10 
DOLLAR DRINKS & DRAFTS 
Friday 
and Saturday 8 till 10 
Downtoon San Jose 
52 E. Santa Clara at Second St. 292-7464 
21 and over please 
